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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This study was commissioned to examine how human trafficking is framed in Finnish news media. The topic has been researched internationally, especially in the United States and the United Kingdom. In Finland, however, the topic is yet to be comprehensively explored. This study aims to help fill this gap. To answer the question “How is human trafficking framed in Finnish news media”, this study analyzed 91 news articles published in 2018 in four different news media publications with national coverage. The study also scrutinized illustrations used in the news articles, and conducted interviews with three journalists, who have covered human trafficking issues.

The study found that human trafficking is commonly framed as a criminal justice issue and an issue related to immigration. The analyzed news material mainly portrayed three types of human trafficking: sexual exploitation (47 per cent of articles), labour exploitation (23 per cent of articles) and forced / child marriage (9 per cent of articles). While it is positive that forced / child marriages have gained some visibility in news media alongside the two more investigated types of human trafficking, other types of human trafficking are still almost completely absent.

Only a handful of the studied articles explored the broader context of human trafficking, for example the structural factors that enable it. However, there was some discussion on, for example, immigration legislation as a factor potentially causing vulnerability to exploitation. Some articles mentioned the dependency of a domestic industry on foreign labour working under poor terms. Still, only one or two articles contributed to a more comprehensive understanding of human trafficking. There was no reference in any of the articles to the European Union or the Council of Europe as anti-trafficking actors, or as sources of binding legislation on human trafficking.

The study found that female gender is unduly emphasized in news articles on human trafficking. The gender of a victim was only mentioned if the victim was female. Male victims and mixed groups of victims were referred to as just victims or, for example, workers. Similarly, information on perpetrators’ ethnic background or the fact that they were “foreigners” was commonly placed in the headlines of articles. In the headlines, victims were lured or brought to Finland. In some articles, immigration issues were emphasized over other aspects, for example, by highlighting some statistical facts over others.

While these findings are consolidated in international research, some of the findings of this study somewhat differ from earlier results. Outside of articles covering events in the criminal process, journalism wasn’t so heavily dependent on official sources. Instead, journalists have found other sources such as NGOs and industry representatives. Similarly, human trafficking in the Finnish context is generally not portrayed as something that is related to organized crime. Sensationalist language was not commonly used, and was, in
fact, used slightly more in articles covering public policy issues than in those covering events in the criminal process.

It was found, that news sourced from international media organizations, is often sensationalist and rides on shock value to draw in readers. Articles in this category of news, unlike articles created domestically, are selected by journalists and editors from a stream of international news. This study found that, in order to be selected, a news story must usually involve several victims who are women, children or infants. This group of news greatly enforces aged stereotypes. This study finds that this is a lost opportunity, as news sourced from around the world could also serve to present less identified types of human trafficking, convey victims’ stories and highlight the context of how and why human trafficking happens.

Finally, the study suggests that attention is paid in newsrooms to use of terms, such as those related to gender. It also suggests complementing coverage of criminal justice events with articles that offer context to the type of human trafficking in question. The results of this study could be utilized in creating training programs for both journalists and interest groups. Further research should analyze the effect of news framing to policy-making and public opinion on human trafficking.
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INTRODUCTION

Human trafficking is a worldwide crime that takes place transnationally and locally. Most of us will, however, never personally witness or experience human trafficking. Instead, we will form our understanding of what human trafficking is through presentations made by others. The story tellers decide what they convey to the listener, what they choose to emphasize and what they decide to leave out.

Today in the 21st Century, the story teller with the widest audience and loudest voice is mass media. Among mass media, news media may arguably hold a somewhat significant position as a perceived conveyor of reality and true events\(^1\). However, news media, as any story teller, filters and perhaps alters reality before presenting it to the public.

Choices on what is given foreground in the story, who are used as sources of information, whose statements are considered facts, whose voices are heard, what pictures are used - all make up how a news story ends up being framed. According to Horsti, choice of words and use of metaphors, descriptions and comparisons also contribute to how the topic is portrayed.\(^2\).

Framing may serve different interests. Farrel and Fahy\(^3\), analyzing media material in the United States, found that media framing of human trafficking not only reflects the current policy environment, but is actively influenced by different interest groups. This is echoed by Sanford et al: “[N]ewspapers’ framing is influenced not only by journalists and editors but also those providing information to news media, such as policy makers and interest groups. Both journalists and their sources make choices about what information to relay to the audience and which interpretations of the information to include.”\(^4\)

Frame theory\(^5\) suggests that the way news stories are framed affects public opinion, public debate and even policy making. Ultimately, it shapes how people interpret what is happening around them\(^6\).

A review of international research on how news media frames human trafficking shows that human trafficking is commonly framed as a criminal justice issue, where perpetrators are portrayed as organized criminal gangs\(^7\). Sexual exploitation related human trafficking is given more media coverage at the expense of other types of trafficking, and victims are portrayed as vulnerable females\(^8\). Human trafficking is also commonly framed as an immigration issue\(^9\). Journalists covering human trafficking news rely heavily on official sources without questioning their reliability, while alternative voices are rarely heard\(^10\). All in all, media coverage of the phenomenon is found to be shallow and one-dimensional, with few articles exploring the context of where and why human trafficking happens. As a consequence, misleading and incorrect framing of human trafficking may lead policymakers to adopt less helpful anti-trafficking responses\(^11\).

News media framing of human trafficking has not been comprehensively researched in Finland. This study aims to help fill this gap by answering the question “How is human trafficking framed
in Finnish news media”. In order to answer the question, 91 news articles published in 2018 in four different news media publications were scrutinized by using qualitative and quantitative methods. The analysis was supplemented by interviewing three journalists who have covered human trafficking related news. Analysis of the news material in part confirmed earlier studies, yet also revealed aspects that differ from earlier findings.

According to Hall, framing can in part be a product of journalistic routines such as reliance on familiar official sources that are perceived reliable. Routines are a coping mechanism in fast-paced media environments, where news material must be produced at short intervals. It is important to shed light on these routines and bring them under scrutiny. Persistence on using a narrow set of sources, on selecting sensationalist stories from a selection of foreign media articles, and misleading or underscoring use of terminology and language, are examples of journalistic routines that can arguably produce news articles that relay a misshapen image of human trafficking.

This study discovered some potentially harmful practices that are repeated throughout much of the analyzed news material - as well as some efforts aimed at conveying a more balanced, pluralist and comprehensive image of human trafficking. Drawing on these findings, further studies could focus on how to change certain practices and improve on others through, for example, training. This study makes a few modest suggestions to remedy some problematic practices, as well as suggestions for further research.

This study begins by explaining the methodology and selection of material used in this analysis. This is followed by a review of literature on media framing of human trafficking both internationally and in Finland. Chapters 4 and 5 provide the backdrop to the analysis by looking at the state of the media and human trafficking and victim assistance in Finland. The results of the analysis are presented in two sections, the first covering domestically sourced news articles, and the latter the so-called imported articles, i.e. news material based on articles previously published by an international media organization such as the CNN, Reuters or BBC. It is argued that these two categories differ from each other both in genesis and framing. The results are then combined. The study also scrutinized the use of pictures and illustrations as part of media framing. Chapter 7 contains a brief analysis of these pictures. In Chapter 9, three journalists interviewed for this study discuss their views on how events and phenomena related to human trafficking should be covered - as well as explaining how it shouldn’t be covered.

Finally, the study concludes that human trafficking is mainly framed in Finnish news media as an immigration issue and a criminal justice issue. It is commonly portrayed in terms of forced prostitution targeted at vulnerable females. The study finishes with suggestions for further action and research.

Due to limitations caused by the selection of news material, two sets of articles representing investigative journalism and victims’ interviews are presented in Chapter 8. After the original articles, some additional articles are looked at that indicate some of the potential effects that
these articles had on policy environment. These articles are otherwise not part of the analysis but were included to offer a more comprehensive representation of news media coverage of human trafficking.
1. METHODOLOGY

News media evaluated for this study consists of online publications, therefore excluding news material on printed newspapers and magazines, television, radio and podcasts. News articles, broader reports, blogs and editorials were included in the selection of materials, while reviews of books, films, theatre and television programs were excluded.

Four news media publications were chosen for this study based on four criteria: they had to have national coverage; their main content had to consist of news and current events; the four publications had to represent more than one media corporation, including one outlet from state owned Yleisradio (Yle); the publications had to be politically nonaligned.

The four news media publications chosen were Helsingin Sanomat (Sanoma Media Finland), Ilta-Sanomat (Sanoma-Media Finland), Yle uutiset (Yleisradio) and MTV Uutiset (Alma Media). Helsingin Sanomat and Ilta-Sanomat were originally only published in print, with Helsingin Sanomat representing a broadsheet newspaper and Ilta-Sanomat a tabloid. Their online content is same or similar to content published in the print versions. Yle Uutiset and MTV Uutiset are only published online.

Most of the analyzed news content is free to the public, with the exception of some of the articles in Helsingin Sanomat, which were accessible to subscribers only.

The first stage of selecting articles was to use an online search engine built in to each outlet, using the search word ihmiskauppa (human trafficking). The search was limited to cover articles published in 1.1.2018 - 31.12.2018. Ihmiskauppa was still the only search word used. Only those articles, editorials and blogs were chosen, where the term ihmiskauppa was featured in the headline or within the first two sentences.

As doing this seemed to favour articles related to the criminal process, the selection criteria was widened to include articles where other human trafficking related terms, such as pakkotyö (forced labour), pakkoprostiutuutio (forced prostitution), lapsikauppa (child trafficking) naiskauppa (trafficking of women - please, notice, there is no term in use for the trafficking of men), elinkauppa (organ trafficking) and pakkoavioliitto (forced marriage) were present in the headline or in the first two sentences of the article. Articles, where the headline / first two sentences stated that someone was being forced or pressured to do something, were also accepted, when the forcing or pressuring clearly related to human trafficking. A total of 91 texts were chosen. The chosen material included short and long articles and editorials. Articles were coded using the coding protocol in Annex 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication</th>
<th>2018</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Helsingin Sanomat</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilta-Sanomat</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yle uutiset</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In this study, quantitative and qualitative media analysis methods were used as research methods. Content analysis was applied to categorize and analyze the context and content of the selected news material. Articles originating from domestic sources and those sourced from major international news organizations (news that cover foreign events and cases) were analyzed separately, as the study adopts the view that the two form very distinctively different groups. News material was also analyzed against a backdrop of criminal cases tried and investigated in 2018 in Finland. Photographs and other illustration in the material were also scrutinized.

As the time period covered did not include many significant works of investigative journalism, two series of articles mainly published in 2019 are briefly looked at as examples of journalists, NGOs, some authorities and victims of human trafficking cooperating to bring forth policy and human rights issues. These articles were not otherwise included in the analysis.

Six journalists who had covered human trafficking related topics were sent a request to be interviewed for this study. Four of them replied, and three journalists consented to be interviewed. The questions posed to the journalists are found in annex 4.

Finally, three NGOs (Victim Support Finland, MONIKA - Multicultural Women’s Association and Pro-tukipiste) and the Assistance System for Victims of Human Trafficking were interviewed on their views on interviewing their clients (victims of human trafficking).

1.1 Criticism of methodology

Like framing emphasizes certain aspects and fades out others, selection of news material through use of certain criteria will inevitably cause some material to be left out that may have contributed towards a different outcome. While conducting this analysis, the author is aware of articles about human trafficking that have been published in local news media or in the Swedish language media, that have explored human trafficking from different aspects.

Frame theory suggests that the way news media frames a certain topic will affect public perception of that topic, and possibly have impact on policy-making. While this is in part true, it should be noted that news media isn’t the only source of information or misinformation on human trafficking. Television series, documentaries, films, books, magazines, social media and a person’s social networks and interaction may all play a part in the formation of a person’s understanding of what human trafficking is. According to a meta-analysis by Horsti, News media might arguably have a relatively stronger role at this, as it is a perceived conveyor of truth and real-life events.

Finally, while the author has tried to conduct this analysis with utmost objectivity, the author’s history as a journalist (in the turn of the Millennium) and her position as Senior Adviser in the
national Assistance System for Victims of Human Trafficking, may impact the author's perspective.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW - FRAMING OF HUMAN TRAFFICKING IN INTERNATIONAL MEDIA

Internationally media framing of human trafficking has researched in several countries, and especially in the United States and United Kingdom. Several articles and broader academic works on the issue are available, though most cover only English language media publications. For this paper, ten studies on media framing of human trafficking\textsuperscript{14} were looked at.

Many studies showed that sexual exploitation related human trafficking gets more attention and coverage in media than other types of human trafficking. Austin and Farrel, having scrutinized media framing in US media found, that presentations of human trafficking were often oversimplified and inaccurate, and focused dominantly on sexual exploitation related human trafficking at the expense of other types of human trafficking\textsuperscript{15}. Dugan in her study of media framing in the UK similarly found that more media coverage is given to sexual exploitation related trafficking than to other types\textsuperscript{16}.

Muraszkiewicz, Georgiou and Constantinou came to the same conclusion in their study covering the United Kingdom, Cyprus and Poland. However, they pointed out that the fact that sexual exploitation related human trafficking is also more often reported and investigated than other types of trafficking, could be the cause for over-representation of “sex trafficking” in media. On the other hand they also noted that “sex sells” and is newsworthy\textsuperscript{17}.

According to Austin and Farrel, victims of human trafficking were commonly being portrayed as “innocent white female victims needing to be rescued from nefarious traffickers”\textsuperscript{18} The same was noted by Sanford, Martinez and Weitzer. In their 2016 study of US media they found that victims were most often portrayed as minors and females. They claimed that this portrayal enforces ideas of ideal victimhood, where some individuals are viewed as more legitimate victims and “more worthy of assistance than others”\textsuperscript{19}.

Muraszkiewicz et al. also found that human trafficking was predominantly presented in the criminal (justice) frame, consisting of reports on arrests and court cases. They claimed that media coverage created an image of human trafficking as something linked to organized criminal networks\textsuperscript{20}. This was echoed in other research\textsuperscript{21}, for example in the study by Sanford et al., where it was found that the amount of reports covering law enforcement actions had increased, as well as the use of law enforcement sources\textsuperscript{22}. They stated that “dangers are exaggerated to the public and stereotypes about perpetrators and their motives are reinforced”\textsuperscript{23}.” This also carries a reference to the use of sensationalist language when reporting on human trafficking.

According M. Sobel, especially news coverage of sexual exploitation related human trafficking has been criticized of sensationalism\textsuperscript{24}. 
Human trafficking was often found to be framed as an immigration issue. Muraszkiewicz et al. found this to be the case especially with the United Kingdom and Poland (yet interestingly not with Cyprus). In the countries studied, especially free movement within the European Union was seen as a cause to human trafficking. Only one of the articles analyzed by the study linked restrictive immigration policies to human trafficking. This, Muraszkiewicz et al. claim, fails to show the reality that restrictive immigration policies may instead contribute to human trafficking.25

Media coverage was often found to be narrow and relying heavily on official sources. Sanford et al. found that news coverage mirrors official (government) claims, which the newspapers hardly ever question. Alternative views are rarely given space.26 The same was reported by Gulati already in his 2010 study of media coverage in the United Kingdom, USA and Canada as well as his 2011 study on “news triggers”. Gulati found that most news articles (65 per cent) are inspired by official sources, while those stemming from newsroom initiative (journalistic initiative) are in the minority. According to Gulati, alternative voices and solutions are rarely offered.27

Sobel, in a 2014 study covering USA, India and Thailand found, that media focused mainly on crime and policy sides of human trafficking rather than human rights, and lacked the voices of victims. She, however, saw as an improvement that media more frequently suggested causes and remedies for human trafficking issues.28

Portrayal of human trafficking in news media was seen as over-simplified, often portrayed as individual events with broader context for the phenomenon missing. This, the studies rather unanimously stated, can have an adverse effect on the comprehension the audiences, including policy-makers, form about human trafficking. Muraszkiewicz et al. stated that “discourses in the media overlook the serious, albeit complex, issues of human trafficking and instead, rely on the held stereotypes to draw in the reader.”29 As a consequence, as Austin and Farrel conclude, misleading and incorrect framing of human trafficking may lead policymakers to adopt less helpful anti-trafficking responses that are focused on criminal system solutions.30

3. LITERATURE REVIEW - FRAMING OF HUMAN TRAFFICKING IN FINNISH MEDIA

Research on how Finnish news media frames human trafficking was available, but not in abundance. A search in three databases produced a handful of academic work that handled the topic. The existing research finds that coverage of human trafficking in media is often superficial and lacks information on factors that enable the exploitation of victims. The voices of victims are rarely heard, which some researchers find problematic. Human trafficking is framed as a criminal issue, immigration issue or a policy issue, and human trafficking rhetoric is often used as a tool in reaching political goals. Sources used by media are mainly authorities. News materials were found to contain terminology, which researchers saw as potentially harmful.
3.1 Human trafficking rhetoric as a political tool

In a 2013 article Himanen and Könönen found that Finnish news coverage on human trafficking in 2012 created a misleading image of the phenomenon as an immigration issue, while serving as a tool for policy makers.

The article followed news coverage on beggars of the Romanian Roma minority throughout 2012. The series of news articles began when citizens had witnessed female beggars giving money to “men in suits who drive expensive cars”. In the articles this was immediately picked up as signs of human trafficking, even though money exchanging hands wouldn’t yet be proof of any criminal activity taking place. According to the article, the quick association to human trafficking was caused by the fact that both the beggars and the men in suits were foreign nationals. Begging by Roma minorities was framed as a criminal issue. Politicians responded by demanding that begging should be banned.

The focus, the article states, was on human trafficking as a phenomenon, not on any individual’s life and experiences. The voices of authorities (police, Ombudsman for minorities), eye witnesses and NGOs were heard in several news stories, while the victims’ voices were hardly present. The structural factors that influence begging were not explored, among these poverty, discrimination and racism, in any of the articles. They claimed that framing Roma begging as a criminal and human trafficking issue, would lead to the idea that removing them from Finland would mean the end of the trafficking problem.

The article found that, as in the above example, human trafficking rhetoric was commonly used as a tool for reaching political goals. In the Summer of 2012, the Minister of Justice suggested criminalizing the purchase of sex, stating that it would be an important factor in suppressing human trafficking. Her statement was covered in the media “without criticism”, which led to an understanding that human trafficking was a common problem concerning sex work. According to the article, actual evidence to support this claim is, however, very slim.

The article also analyzed news coverage of the criminal process relating to four cases of labour trafficking. The news articles were found to be mainly short descriptions of events relating to the criminal process, such as arrests, investigations and court proceedings. The central actors and commentators in the stories were authorities in the investigative process.

According to Himanen and Könönen, both specialized in immigration and labour market issues, found that human trafficking was in all cases linked to immigration: both the victims and the criminals were normally nationals of the same foreign country. Malicious foreign human traffickers and helpless foreign victims were seen as the only two sides of the story. What we don’t see, the article claimed, are the factors enabling the exploitation of labour: the structural levels of immigration, where the requirement for legal presence creates dependency on the exploiter; the victim’s background of possible poverty and discrimination; and the significance of
exploited labour to business. A strong link to immigration, combined with a lack of other context, leads to policy initiatives targeted at removing said immigrants from Finland.  

3.2 False images and terminology as hindrances for identifying human trafficking  

In her analysis of 11 cases of human trafficking that have been dealt with in courts in Finland during 2004 - 2014, Minna Viuhko found that the common images of the perpetrators as “hardened professional criminals” are not based on facts. Instead, perpetrators were in many cases found to be acquaintances, relatives, partners and friends of the victim(s), and not members of organized criminal gangs. Perpetrators in the analyzed cases were both male and female and represented a wide variety of nationalities, including Finnish nationals. Viuhko argued, that a one-sided image of offenders as well as victims easily “narrows the discussion down to an individual rather than structural level.” 

Similarly, Viuhko saw the use of slavery-related terminology problematic. According to Viuhko, media, policymakers and some researchers often refer to human trafficking as “modern-day slavery”. Viuhko along with other academics found this practice problematic, as it has an impact on our understanding of human trafficking, on the identification of victims and on holding perpetrators liable for their actions. It simplifies a complex issue into misleading images of slavery, of people being bought and sold which, at least in the Finnish context, is extremely rarely a part of human trafficking. Meanwhile seeing human trafficking as slavery ignores the actual, multifaceted nature of exploitation and the structural factors enabling it.

While Viuhko did not analyze media framing of human trafficking per se, her research offers valuable insight into why and how language and imagery on human trafficking, victims and perpetrators may persistently be framed a certain way.  

3.3 “Media simplifies matters”  

In a 2011 publication HEUNI (The European Institute for Crime Prevention and Control, affiliated with the United Nations) researches briefly analyzed media coverage of human trafficking and labour exploitation in Finnish media in 2004 - 2010. They discovered a large number of case descriptions and examples of exploitation that migrant workers have faced in Finland. Interviews that journalists had conducted with the victims of trafficking / exploitation provided information that was not found in other sources, such as court judgements. This kind of first-hand knowledge was considered especially valuable. The researchers, however, found that media often simplifies matters and emphasizes certain features of the cases at the expense of others.

3.4 Active authorities vs. weak and helpless victims  

A 2018 master’s dissertation by Salla Syvänen looked at media framing of trafficking for sexual exploitation in Yle online news published in 2016 - 2017. In her analysis of 17 Yle online news articles Syvänen found that sex trafficking (a term which Syvänen found problematic) was mainly
framed as a criminal issue and as a policy issue. The most prominent frame was the policy frame (which in Syvänen’s work is called “hallinnan kehys”, i.e. control frame and which is similar to what is here titled policy frame), where authorities and politicians attempt to control the phenomenon through their actions, for example through legislative action.

Victims were portrayed as innocent, ignorant, weak, passive females at the mercy of large, faceless human trafficking organizations. As such, they represented the “ideal victim”. Syvänen reviewed existing research on the concept of ideal victim and concluded that repeated portrayal of victims of human trafficking in terms of the ideal victim, creates a hierarchy between victims (of whom some are more ideal than others) as well as causing the victim to experience feelings of shame over their own agency in the process of exploitation. Emphasizing female victims over male victims may, for example, lead to male victims not being identified. Emphasizing weak and vulnerable victims over stronger, more active victims may lead to the more active victim not identify themselves as a victim or feel that they are not entitled to help.

Authorities and anti-trafficking NGOs were portrayed as dynamic actors, who helped the victims, solved crimes and wrote reports. In most articles, authorities were used as the main source. In relation to authorities, victims are portrayed as helpless and weak, as persons to be helped by authorities. Victims’ own voices are not heard. Instead, authorities “spoke in victims’ voices”.

References to perpetrators were brief and superficial, terms such as (human) smugglers, criminal groups were used or they were referred to as parts of an organized network or international business. Business and economical rhetoric was often used to describe perpetrators.

Syvänen found that in the analyzed material, prostitution and sexual exploitation related human trafficking were constantly confused with each other. In these articles all persons engaging in prostitution were considered as victims of exploitation. On the other hand, Syvänen concluded that the use of terminology related to prostitution and sex work is problematic in the context of human trafficking, as they create an illusion of the victim acting voluntarily.

4. STATE OF THE MEDIA IN FINLAND

This section contains an overview of the media, especially news media, in Finland. As this study concentrates on written / print media, television and radio broadcasts or online content other than representing news media is not covered here.

4.1 General

The Finnish news media field is lightly regulated and mainly subject to self-regulation. The state rarely intervenes in the operations of media corporations, and when it does, it is because the law has been broken. There is no official censorship of the media, though there are restrictions on mass media advertising.
Instead, media pays attention to the Council for Mass Media (CMM). CMM is a self-regulating committee that interprets "good professional practice and defend the freedom of speech and publication". It doesn’t practice legal jurisdiction but may issue a notice or even start an investigation if it establishes that media has acted in breach of good professional practice⁵².

According to the Media Pluralism Monitor Finland scores a low risk rating with regards to the basic legal protections of media⁵³. The 2016 report by the Monitor stated that Finnish media operate under the most favorable conditions in the world, as legal restrictions are scarce, and freedom of speech is protected. Yet it considered laws that criminalize defamation and blasphemy problematic⁵⁴. The Ministry of Transport and Communications is responsible for policies related to mass media (television, radio, newspapers).

While most media is commercially funded, the state’s public broadcasting company Yle or Yleisradio is financed through public funds. Yle tax has been collected since 2013. Before Yle tax, the state collected a television license fee, which was then replaced by Yle tax.

4.2 Newspapers

Finland has a strong regional press, one strong public broadcaster (Yle), two daily tabloids with national coverage (Ilta-Sanomat and Iltalehti) and one significant daily newspaper with national coverage⁵⁵. While there is more than one newspaper with nationwide reach, the others are more or less local (such as Turun Sanomat, Hufvudstadsbladet) and have a much lower circulation⁵⁶. In 2015, there were 180 subscribed-to newspapers, of which a majority was local papers⁵⁷. Helsingin Sanomat is published every day, and the two tabloids on six days a week.

All of the biggest newspapers have digital online versions, and the same content is generally published in the print and online versions. Online publications may even offer more content with 24-7 updates, surveys and options for commenting. Yle only publishes written news online. Most newspapers, around 95 per cent, in Finland are politically non-affiliated⁵⁸. Finnish newspapers are, however, highly concentrated under a few companies’ ownership. In 2016 the Media Pluralism Monitor gave Finnish news media a high risk score (96 per cent) due to high ownership concentration of media publications. The monitor stated that only a few companies dominate each media sector: the four largest media corporations hold 59 per cent of the audience and 64 per cent of the revenue in the field⁵⁹. There are no legal limits to media market concentration⁶⁰.

The report also saw as cause for concern in the fact that local newspapers are more and more financially dependent on advertisers and might therefore be more susceptible to commercial pressures⁶¹.

According to research by Nieminen and Pantti, the high level of education in Finland is in part connected to the fact that Finland has a long tradition of quality journalism. They claim that most
daily newspapers have traditionally invested in more sober journalism, and compared to many other EU countries, Finland doesn’t have a strong tradition of scandal-oriented yellow press.

4.3 Changes in journalistic culture - digitalization and commercialization

After the economic depression of 2008-09 media corporations decreased the number of employees, merged editing offices and externalized journalistic positions. According to Nieminen and Pantti, this has led to changes in journalistic culture, mainly shortsightedness and a stronger market orientation.

Digitalization and growing saturation of mobile (smart) phones in the population has, in Finland as in many other countries, led audiences to search for free content online. Many begun searching for alternative sources of information, and even producing their own online publications. International news sources and social media entered the competition. Traditional newspapers naturally established online news services to keep up and have added video material and podcasts to reach audiences.

Maintaining quality journalism is, however costly, and offering it free of charge on the internet is not economically viable. This is why, Nieminen and Pantti claim, newspaper journalism has begun to separate from internet journalism. Internet journalism favors short texts and showy, sensationalist click-headlines. Advertisers are counting the number of clicks on their online content, and the journalist’s job is to create news headlines that draw visitors on to the website. This, Nieminen and Pantti claim, creates pressure on news journalists to perform in a very different way than they traditionally have. This undoubtedly places pressure on all online journalism.

In his research on digitalization of Finnish media, A.-P. Pletilä claims that, unlike commercial news publishers, Yle was strengthened by digitalization as it was not dependent on advertising money. Public broadcasting companies have been claimed to distort the media market, because they’re competing for the same audiences with the same methods as commercial media, but with public funding. Hence there have been calls to limit the activities of the Yle in Finland.

4.4 Finns as news media consumers

Despite the troubles faced by commercial and state-funded news media, Finns are still a nation of news readers. According to National Media Research (KMT) 91 per cent of Finns regularly read newspapers or magazines. The research showed a 31 per cent increase in 2017 in the use of newspapers’ online versions as compared to 2016. Printed newspapers are still, however, the most popular news source.
A 2014 study covering 10 countries found that Finland had an exceptionally high demand for online news. According to the study, Finns utilize online news sources more than news readers in the other countries covered by the research, with 82 per cent of Finnish respondents following news from online sources. Out of the 82 per cent, 91 per cent said they turn to online news at least once daily, while 72 per cent go online for news several times per day. The same study in 2018 showed that the use of online news media as a source of news had declined slightly from 2015 (90 per cent) to 2018 (85 per cent). Meanwhile, social media as a news source had increased from 40 per cent in 2015 to 42 per cent in 2018.

The 2014 study found, that the reasons for high amounts of readers reached by digital newspapers are due to “the high volume of free content combined with soft paywalls, bundled subscriptions, and the strong Finnish reading tradition.”

Indeed, according to National Media Research survey in 2017, 66 per cent of the respondents had a combination subscription that included both the printed newspaper and its digital version. The survey showed that the younger population are more likely to search for information online, while those over 50 years old are more likely to resort to traditional media.

4.5 On the news publications selected for this study

Helsingin Sanomat, a flagship publication of Sanoma Media Finland, is quoted as the “one important daily national” newspaper in Finland. It is the only newspaper to have a solid national coverage. Its online content is published at www.hs.fi and through its own news application. Ilta-Sanomat is a tabloid from the same media corporation (Sanoma Media Finland). Out of the two popular evening tabloids, of which both reach over half of the adult population, Ilta-Sanomat claims the position of being Finland’s biggest news media with a total reach (including print version, online news and other applications) at almost 2,5 Million, which is 37 per cent higher than that of its main competitor, Alma-Media’s Iltalehti. Ilta-Sanomat online content is published at www.is.fi and through its own news application. The two Sanoma Media publications (Helsingin Sanomat and Ilta-Sanomat) were selected as objects of analysis for this study.

Yle uutiset was selected because it has held the position of Finland’s most trusted media source for years, and due to its unique position as state-owned media. Written news (as against news broadcasts) are published at www.yle.fi/uutiset and through Yle news application. MTV Uutiset was selected to represent a news source from Alma Media corporation. It’s published at www.mtvuutiset.fi and often combines short news films with written news content. Only written content was analyzed for this study. Yle uutiset and MTV Uutiset written news are only available online. Both have national coverage.

According to National Media Research (KMT), at the end of 2017 Helsingin Sanomat claimed a total weekly reach of 1,757,000 readers, and Ilta-Sanomat 2,243,000 readers. Total reach refers to the total amount of readers who read one newspaper issue or used one or more of the publications digital versions. As Yle uutiset and MTV Uutiset are not published as print versions,
their circulation or readership are not measured by KTM. Numbers measured through different methods are not directly comparable.

According to TNS Metrix Finland measuring visitor amounts on Finnish websites, only five Finnish websites reached more than a Million weekly visits on week 52 of 2017:

Ilta-Sanomat 2 011 000
Ilta-lehti 1 693 000
Yle 1 678 000
Helsingin Sanomat 1 360 000
MTV 1 130 000

This number included the use of news and video applications. Yle and MTV also contain TV-streaming services, so the numbers are not directly translatable to the amounts of news readers per site. More accurate numbers from Yle and MTV were not available.

5. HUMAN TRAFFICKING AND VICTIM ASSISTANCE IN FINLAND

Finland has been considered a destination and transit country for human traffickers. However, human trafficking can also take place within Finland, and both the perpetrator and victim may be Finnish nationals.

In Finland, trafficking in human beings is a crime under chapter 25, section 3 and section 3a (aggravated human trafficking) of the Criminal Code. It is worth noticing that in the Finnish legislation, the use of violence, threats or deceit as means of human trafficking are punishable as aggravated human trafficking, where the offence is aggravated also when considered as whole. Enslaving and keeping a person in servitude are similarly punishable as aggravated human trafficking. Forced marriage is criminalized as human trafficking, aggravated human trafficking or as coercion (chapter 25, section 8).

Assistance to victims of human trafficking in Finland is the responsibility of the state and is regulated by law. Victims and potential victims of human trafficking are entitled to receive assistance, which can include, for example, safe housing, social assistance, health care, assisted voluntary return and legal aid. For individuals who have a registered home municipality in Finland, their home municipality is responsible for the assistance measures. For others, services are provided by the Assistance System for Victims of Human Trafficking. The Assistance System functions under the Ministry of the Interior, and it merged into the Finnish Immigration Service in 2017.

If the victim is a non-Finnish national and reside in Finland illegally, the Assistance System can grant the victim a reflection period, which legalizes their stay in Finland for a maximum of six months. A victim may also apply for a residence permit for victims of human trafficking (Aliens
Act section 52 a). These permits are issued by the Finnish Immigration Service (and not the Assistance System).

Some NGOs such as Victim Support Finland, the Finnish Refugee Advice Centre, Pro-tukipiste and the MONIKA - Multicultural Women's Association also offer assistance to victims of human trafficking.

The Finnish Non-Discrimination Ombudsman acts as the National Rapporteur on Trafficking in Human Beings, monitoring anti-trafficking action and compliance with international obligations and the effectiveness of national legislation. Since 2017, Finland does not have a national coordinator.

6. THE RESULTS - FRAMING OF HUMAN TRAFFICKING IN FINNISH NEWS MEDIA

In the case of human trafficking, news that cover domestic and foreign events form two different categories. This is mainly due to their genesis: while most news on human trafficking taking place outside Finland are sourced from major international news organizations, domestic news is inspired by domestic press releases, events and reports, or are a product of interviews and investigative journalism. Out of the 91 news pieces analyzed, 65 covered domestic news and 26 covered foreign news, which shall here be called imported news.

News related to domestic events are scrutinized first. Imported news on human trafficking are analyzed later in this article.

6.1 NEWS ON HUMAN TRAFFICKING SOURCED FROM FINLAND (65 articles)

6.1.1 Types of trafficking

Nearly half (49 per cent / 32 articles) of the studied articles related to sexual exploitation related human trafficking. In all cases, this consisted of forcing or pressuring a person into prostitution. Roughly a third (26 per cent / 17 articles) related to labour exploitation related human trafficking. Forced marriage was the topic of five articles. Nine articles either featured mentions of many types of human trafficking or talked of human trafficking in general. Forced criminal activity was mentioned in the headline and briefly described in one article, and one article reported the case of a woman who had kidnapped a child of a victim of human trafficking.
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1. News articles by type of human trafficking (domestic articles).

6.1.2 Genesis of news articles

2. Domestic articles by genesis.

Case study

43 out of 65 articles (66 per cent) were inspired by a case study, meaning that the trigger for an article was a single event such as an arrest, criminal investigation, court judgement or proceedings, or an event in the asylum/residence permit process.

34 of these articles were purely based on press releases by authorities in the criminal process. Two articles were based on a Supreme Administrative Court (SAC) decision in an immigration issue ("A woman forced into prostitution can be returned from Finland to Spain - an exceptional ruling from the SAC"). No other sources were utilized in the making of these 38 articles.
Only five articles (11 per cent) expanded on the original case study. Four of them related to a case, where a Finnish man was convicted for 26 counts of human trafficking. One article was a commentary by a journalist criticizing a recent judgement by a district court.

**Public policy genesis**

16 articles were inspired by an action relating to public policy. 75 per cent (12 out of 16) of the articles in this category were inspired by a press release or other action by governmental actors / public authorities, and 25 per cent (four out of 16) by a non-governmental actor.

50 per cent of these articles originated from statistical reports by the Assistance System and the NGO Victim Support Finland. Both publish biannual reports and related press releases on the amount of victims of trafficking admitted into their services, as well as on any identified trends on human trafficking.

Three articles were inspired by a press release by the NGO Finnish League for Human Rights (FLHR) collecting signatures for a petition to criminalize forced marriage in Finland.

**Other - journalistic initiative**

Six articles originated from something other than a case study or a public policy related event.

Three of them originated from the journalists' own initiative. In one of them the journalist travels to Nigeria to interview victims of human trafficking who were not granted asylum or residence in Finland. The two others were editorials promoting the criminalization of forced marriage.

Three others had diverse origins. One brief article told about an upcoming peaceful demonstration by a religious NGO against human trafficking and included the cause, the place and the time of the demonstration. One article was an interview of an author of novels at a book fair. The author discussed her upcoming book on human trafficking. One article stemmed from the release of a documentary film. The star of the film, a former victim of human trafficking, was interviewed.

**6.1.6 Sourcing the news stories**

According to Sanford et al. “Traditional journalism relies heavily on official sources, particularly when a story is triggered by an event where government or law-enforcement officials are already the key voices, whereas media-initiated reporting is not so event-oriented. Reliance on official sources in general is confirmed by the results here, which show that an official source was used in all but 12 articles (out of 65). 40 articles (62 per cent) relied solely on official sources. A combination of governmental and non-governmental sources was used in 14 articles.
The journalists interviewed for this study find official sources reliable and useful but limited in the amount of information they can divulge. New, reliable and knowledgeable sources are hard to find. One journalist felt that when only official sources and experts are used to build a news story, the story is left too abstract and will therefore lack impact. The quotes in cursive are from the interviewed journalists.
"The biggest problem in writing about human trafficking is getting information that’s reliable. Cooperation with official sources has been good in this respect. But finding new, knowledgeable contacts is difficult." (Journalist 2)

“It requires special journalistic consideration to evaluate the reliability of different sources. One has to ask, how to check and ensure the reliability of information from a certain source, and what is considered sufficiently reliable: absolute reliability or considerable reliability.” (Journalist 3)

“It is also good to ask yourself as a journalist, what your own pre-conceptions are. Do I assume that this person is more likely than another person to lie, because he belongs to a certain group of people?” (Journalist 3)

“Often these stories on human trafficking are left at a level, where different experts have been interviewed and they have stated that human trafficking is a diverse phenomenon and that it takes place in Finland. These stories are easy to ignore or forget, as they move at an abstract level. It requires something concrete to take a story to a level where it has meaning, where it makes an impact and where it’s truly understood.” (Journalist 1)

"When writing about human rights issues, it is important to include the voices of the people whose rights are being discussed." (Journalist 3)

Victims of human trafficking were interviewed in only two of the analyzed articles. The journalists agreed that it is difficult to find victims of trafficking to interview. Own journalistic initiative was considered important.

“It’s better, if the story comes from a victim than from authorities. Of course, information from authorities may initiate a story. For example, the Assistance System may tell me that a lot of forced marriages have been identified, but that they cannot give more information about it. If I then feel that this is serious and I must write about it. I might phone up Monika-Naiset [Multicultural Women’s Association], Tyttöjen talo [Girl’s House] or Victim Support Finland and start digging from there.” (Journalist 1)

“In the recent years, my stories have increasingly been initiated by my own investigations, from contacts and from my own observations.” (Journalist 2)
6.1.7 Immigration frame

5. Framing of domestic articles.

Articles often framed human trafficking in more than one way, i.e. more than one frame was present. Human trafficking was most often framed as an immigration issue, often in combination with other frames. Immigration was linked to 66 per cent (43 articles) of the analyzed domestic material. In the articles covering foreign events (analyzed below in Chapter 7), six (out of 27) additional articles were strongly linked to immigration and presented human trafficking as an immigration issue.

Immigration was especially present as an issue in articles in the criminal justice frame category. This was in part expected, as seven out of nine cases tried or investigated in 2018 involved a non-Finnish perpetrator, victim or both (see table 6). The result also correlates to statistics on victim assistance, where only one out of 163 new clients accepted in assistance in 2018 was a Finnish national. In this category, especially perpetrators’ ethnic background or the fact that they were foreign citizens was emphasized (see below, p. 27 Language - other observations).

Immigration was also strongly present in articles falling under the policy frame, and immigrants were often mentioned by sources as a group vulnerable to exploitation. Immigration issues were seen as problematic to, or causing, vulnerability. Non-Finnish background of victims was emphasized in some articles covering biannual statistical reports by organizations assisting victims. Immigration (to or from Finland) was also the focus of both articles in the human rights category.

This author did not detect any direct anti-immigration sentiment in any of the studied articles, including those covering foreign events. Anti-immigration quotes by sources (if there were such) were not used in the articles.
6.1.8 Criminal justice frame

Most of the analyzed articles (55 per cent / 36 articles) covered events related to the criminal process: investigations, arrests, prosecutions, trials and court judgements. 34 of these articles were based solely on press releases by actors in the criminal justice process, and these actors were the only sources used. Two articles included brief quotes from the lawyer to the convicted party (2 articles) and one a quote from the accused (1 article). These articles only referred to organizations related to the criminal justice process, such as courts, prosecutors and the police. These 36 articles framed human trafficking as a criminal justice issue.

According to earlier research\textsuperscript{85} framing human trafficking as a criminal justice issue relays to the audience a very two-dimensional image of the phenomenon. Trafficking is seen as a dynamic between evil perpetrators, helpless victims and authorities, who respond to human trafficking through crime control.

All the articles were relatively short and did not explore the phenomenon of human trafficking further. Human trafficking was portrayed as single events, where criminal justice actors put a stop to criminal activity. Background or context to these single cases of human trafficking are not given- Victims’ suffering is briefly described, but through the voices of authorities and usually as quoted from court judgements. This is in line with earlier research on media framing of human trafficking\textsuperscript{86}.

Language used was rarely sensationalist
Several researchers, for example Sanford et al\textsuperscript{87} have found that human trafficking is often portrayed in media as an organized crime issue, where ruthless international criminal organizations trade in innocent victims. According to them, news media may use sensational language in covering these topics.

In the Finnish context this was not the case. This may have to do with the fact that among the cases presented in news media in 2018, the perpetrators were usually individuals or groups of individuals rather than international criminal gangs.

Language used in the articles was predominantly neutral and descriptive. Sensationalist or somewhat sensationalist language was found in the headlines of six articles (9 per cent) only, and even these articles were not strongly sensationalist.

Usually just stating the “hard facts” of the case might appear sensationalist, for example “\textit{Man convicted of aggravated human trafficking - forced woman into prostitution in several big cities by threatening her with violence}”. In this case the woman was, in fact, forced and not pressured into prostitution, so the terminology used is factually correct. For the purposes of this study, sensationalist language is understood as language, where shock value or undue emphasis on shocking facts is used to make the content seem worse or more shocking.
In one of the six headlines the wording clearly gave the wrong impression of what had actually happened. The headline “Women were persuaded to come to Finland for work but ended up being forced into prostitution - 37-year-old man arrested on suspicion of human trafficking” firstly claims that the women came to Finland thinking they were going to be employed in something other than sex work, which they didn’t. The women knew they were coming to Finland to practice prostitution. What they didn’t know were the conditions in which they ended up working. Secondly, the women were not forced but pressured to work in prostitution under the conditions set for them.

These kinds of mistakes and exaggerations are arguably harmful, as they can affect how the public and the victims themselves understand human trafficking. Firstly, it is important to understand that a person can enter prostitution voluntarily and still end up being exploited. Secondly, there is a significant difference between being forced (coerced) to do something and being pressured into doing it. Pressuring entails more subtle ways of impacting the victim’s ability to make decisions for themselves and has to do with the (im)balance of power between the victim and the perpetrator. Pressuring does not involve physical acts of violence or threatening with violence.

Other sensationalist or slightly sensationalist headlines include “Aggravated human trafficking and sexual abuses - ‘Yoga man’ who operated in Finland is amongst the most wanted criminals in Europe” (the translation comes out as less sensationalist than the original Finnish headline), “Romanian man forced a woman into prostitution - made her take slimming pills and threatened to kill her family”; “Thai pickers enticed to come to Finland in hopes for easy money got a rude awakening - the entrepreneur was slapped with a 330 000 euro fine”.

In two articles the headlines seemed to exclaim disappointment at the outcome of a court case: “Pimp batted an under-aged girl and took her money - court considered it domestic violence”, “More than a hundred people bought sex from a victim of aggravated human trafficking in Finland and Belgium - the man who forced the woman into prostitution got the most lenient possible punishment”.

**Language - other observations**

While gender of perpetrators was mentioned in most articles, gender of victims was only mentioned when the victim or victims were female. Where the victims were males or a group of victims consisted of both/several genders, they were referred to by other terms such as workers or victims, and their gender was not mentioned.

29 out of 36 articles (81 per cent) revealed the ethnicity of the perpetrator and the victim or referred to them as foreign nationals. This is not surprising considering that in most criminal cases in 2018, either the perpetrator, the victims or both were foreign nationals.

The victims’ ethnic background was mentioned in the headlines of three articles (Thai berry pickers), while five articles’ headlines revealed that the victims had been brought or lured to
Finland from their native country. In the headlines of 10 articles the perpetrator was referred to as “foreign man”, “Romanian man” or “Nigerian woman”.

In the case, where Varsinais-Suomi District court sentenced a man of rape and human trafficking (21.3.2018), it was not mentioned whether the perpetrator, victim or the sex buyers were Finnish or foreign nationals. The information was not given out by the court. Only one short article covered the case.

It is also worth noting, that in several cases the perpetrator was referred to by a term relating to a profession, for example “restauranteur”, “owner of a restaurant”, “berry entrepreneur”, “pimp” or “Yoga man”. One article claimed that a “popular Kuopio restaurant” was convicted of human trafficking. In the Thai berry pickers case the Finnish perpetrator was constantly referred to as “the berry entrepreneur” (marjayrittäjä) or as an entrepreneur. While he became somewhat familiar to the audience, the 26 Thai berry pickers remained a faceless group (of foreign citizens) without identity. The audience did not learn about their age range, gender or background.

6. Table of publicized events in the criminal process in 2018.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date of court judgement</th>
<th>Type of trafficking</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Number of articles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16.1.2018</td>
<td>Sexual exploitation</td>
<td>Helsinki Court of appeal sentences a Nigerian woman to two years and five months imprisonment for human trafficking. The Court reduced an earlier sentence by a District court, which had sentenced the woman to three years and 10 months imprisonment for aggravated human trafficking. (Foreign perpetrators - foreign victim)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.1.2018</td>
<td>Labour exploitation</td>
<td>Keski-Suomi District court sentences a Finnish man for 26 counts of human trafficking. 26 Thai persons were made to pick wild berries and mushroom. The sentence was probational. (Finnish perpetrator - foreign victims)</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.1.2018</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>A woman who had been sentenced for hiding a child of a victim of trafficking is refused leave to appeal to the Supreme Court. (Finnish perpetrators - Finnish victims)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.3.2018</td>
<td>Sexual exploitation</td>
<td>Varsinais-Suomi District court sentences a man from the town of Salo of rape and human trafficking to one year and 10 months’ probational sentence. (Ethnicity not known)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 6.1.9 Public policy frame

According to earlier research, public policy frame may often overlap with criminal justice frame. Authorities’ activities and aspects, as well as the use of authorities as the main source, are highlighted in the public policy frame. News articles in this category are often based on events in the public policy environment, such as legislative initiatives, suggestions or demands for legislative change, political debate or a report\(^9\).
22 articles out of the 65 analyzed (34 per cent) were presented in the public policy frame. 16 of these articles had a direct public policy genesis (see section 6.1.4 Public policy genesis) and were inspired by statistical reports released by actors assisting victims of human trafficking, a report by the Non-Discrimination Ombudsman in cooperation with HEUNI on how effective victim assistance is, a press release by IHME-project (coordinated by the Assistance System), a legislative initiative by three members of Parliament, and a petition by the Finnish League for Human Rights to criminalize forced marriage. Four articles were inspired by a case study and two were products of journalistic initiative.

7. Domestic articles: sources used for articles in the public policy frame

Gulati92 and Sandford et al93, among others, have found that in the public policy category there is a heavy reliance on official sources. This is not entirely the case with Finnish news media. Out of the 22 articles, official sources and non-governmental sources were used in equal amounts. Both were used as the only source in six articles respectively. A combination of official sources and non-governmental sources were quoted in eight articles. Two articles were journalistic commentaries, where sources were not utilized.

Case studies not explored

In the policy frame one could arguably expect to see discussion relating to case studies. News coverage of factors contributing to certain kinds of cases may be fruitful to broadening public understanding of human trafficking. However, only four articles in this category were inspired by a case study, and only two of them expanded on the initial information received through press releases on these cases.

Two of these articles were based on a press release by the Supreme Administrative Court, stating that a Nigerian woman who was forced into prostitution in Spain may be returned to Spain. The articles did not expand on the topic.

In an article titled “In Finland a rape is not a rape if the victim is beaten into submission by a pimp” a journalist writes about their dissatisfaction with a recent judgement by a district court. Men, who had paid another man to rape a subdued woman, were not prosecuted or convicted of
rape, but of purchasing sex from a victim of human trafficking, thus receiving more lenient sentences. The journalist states, that the law on this is flawed and should be altered. Despite presenting a potentially valid point, the article did not help to expand on the concept of human trafficking.

One article explored the Thai berry pickers’ case. In this case, a Finnish man was convicted for 26 counts of human trafficking by the Keski-Suomi District court. The court concluded that the man had subjected 26 Thai berry pickers into forced labour in Central Finland.

The article titled “Are frozen berried picked in conditions of forced labour? Structures relating to the berry industry must be discussed, says expert on human trafficking” featured interviews of berry company representatives, who stated that they have all the necessary checks in place to ensure that foreign sourced berry pickers’ rights are respected. The article then quoted the National Rapporteur on Human Trafficking stating that the government has created a system, which makes exploitation of wild berry pickers possible. The Rapporteur stated, that the berry pickers should be hired as employees, not utilized as entrepreneurs. The article included a link to the Rapporteur’s 2014 report on the working conditions of wild berry pickers. This article by Yle news was the only article relating to a case study, where the structural factors that may enable human trafficking were explored.

**News media agenda trumps sources’ interests**

The sources naturally do not and should not make the final decisions about the outcome of a news story. This would be journalistically problematic. News stories where the sources are allowed to dominate the news agenda, with little input from the journalist, would represent rather poor journalism. The following is an example of how the topics pushed forward by the sources may not end up being at the foreground of news coverage.

The author of this paper was one of the experts interviewed for the articles in this example, and responsible for drafting the Assistance System’s reports and press releases. While this position offers insight into the situation, it may also cause this section of the study to be more subjective.

Eight articles (36 per cent) were inspired by biannual statistical reports by the national Assistance System for Victims of Human Trafficking and the NGO Victim Support Finland. Of these eight articles, four related to the first report of 2018 (covering the entire year 2017) and four to the second, semiannual, report (covering the first six months of 2018). In all articles immigration issues were brought to the fore, even though these were not the foremost issues referred to in the reports or press releases. Articles related to the semiannual reviews published in July 2018 emphasize the situation of the so-called paperless (i.e. people in Finland without legal residence).

Headlines such as “Victim Support Finland: This is the rotten way the paperless are exploited in Finland - long work days, no holidays, no salary” and “The exploitation of the paperless seems to be systematic - more victims of human trafficking identified” linked both organizations’ reports to the ongoing debate on the rights of asylum seekers who had been left without legal residence in Finland after receiving a negative decision to their claim for asylum. A legislative initiative for
municipalities to offer services for those illegally present in Finland\(^\text{96}\) had been processed in the Parliament during the summer of 2018.

The Assistance System’s semiannual report was trying to bring attention to an increase of cases of sexual exploitation related trafficking identified in Finland, while Victim Support Finland talked about labour exploitation of foreign workers. Neither organization had noticed any major increase in contacts from the so-called paperless persons.

In these articles the Assistance System was often referred to as the Finnish Immigration Service’s (FIS) Assistance System for Victims of Human Trafficking, and quotes from the reports were sometimes allocated to the FIS instead of and without mention of the Assistance System. The Assistance System has been a part of the FIS since 2017 but maintains a rather independent status\(^\text{97}\).

Some articles concerning reports by the Assistance System and Victim Support Finland were, perhaps, framed more as immigration issues than the sources originally intended\(^\text{98}\). At the same time, it should be mentioned, that some articles covering the reports did so mainly through repeating what was stated on the press releases by the organizations.

**NGOs, experts and news media in cooperation**

An example of cooperation between NGOs, academic experts and news media was an article titled “There may be hundreds of victims of human trafficking in Finland - ‘Talking about modern slavery is misleading’”. The article was based on a radio interview by Yle Radio 1 of an expert from Victim Support Finland and HEUNI. In the relatively lengthy article, the two experts are quoted saying it is difficult to estimate how many victims of trafficking there may be in the world or in Finland, critiquing statistics that are based on loose estimates.

They move on to criticize the use of the term “modern slavery” as this gives a misleading image of the phenomenon: the term creates associations to slavery and shackles, which in turn might lead to people not identifying victims of trafficking who have been controlled by more subtle means than shackles and violence. It might even lead to such victims not identifying themselves as victims of trafficking and thus entitled to help. The third part of the article links the increase in identified cases of human trafficking to migration flows.

**Wanted: legislative change**

A petition by the Finnish League for Human Rights (FLHR) to criminalize forced marriage was the topic of four articles. Articles titled “The Finnish League for Human Rights is collecting signatures for a petition to criminalize forced marriage - The League: Even in Finland people are forced to marry” and “Expert demands that forced marriages are criminalized: ‘The current legislation is not enough’” widely quoted a letter to editors by and FLHR expert on forced marriages.
The articles include strong statements by sources, such as: “It is high time to correct Finnish legislation!” (FLHR expert) and “Forced marriage smashes women’s rights and is a crime that cannot be tolerated in Finland” (Minister of Justice, a quoted from a statement made in 2017).

The articles, also referring to a 2017 Ministry of Justice report on forced marriages in Finland, discuss why it isn’t enough to have forced marriages criminalized as human trafficking. These articles are the only ones among the 64 articles that reference the United Nations stating that forced marriage is a human rights offence according to the United Nations.

When the petition was handed to the Minister of Justice in May 2018, Helsingin Sanomat published an editorial titled “Forced marriage ought to be criminalized”. On a similar vein, another editorial by Helsingin Sanomat in October 2018 titled “Marriage ought to be allowed for adults only” send out a clear message of support to Ministry of Justice, which was preparing to change legislation to this effect. These articles are an example of news media picking sides in a political debate.

One article was inspired by a comprehensive report by HEUNI and the Non-Discrimination Ombudsman, published in March of 2018. The report scrutinized how victims of human trafficking receive assistance in Finland and found that there are problems in the processes of assistance to victims. An article titled “Victims of human trafficking don’t always get help - some authorities unduly deny victims’ right to specialized healthcare” was the only article covering the topic among the analyzed media material. The very short article quoted the press release on the report.

An article titled “A sex toy found in luggage might lead to preventing a foreign national’s entry to Finland: ‘Even victims of human trafficking may be turned away at the border instead of being offered protection” briefly describes a legislative initiative by three “female MPs” to make changes to the Aliens Act. The members of parliament were concerned with the fact that a third country citizen may be turned away at the border for being in possession of material that might be associated with sex work. According to the initiative, this may cause a woman, who has been faced with violence, not to report the crime to the police, and even victims of human trafficking to be turned away instead of offered protection.” This article, too, was the only one covering the topic among the analyzed articles.

**Authorities seen doing things to help**

Syvänen found that it is typical for articles in the public policy frame to report on authorities’ activities to combat human trafficking. This theme has been present in some of the articles. In addition to authorities such as the Assistance System and the National Rapporteur / Non-Discrimination Ombudsman, the NGO Victim Support Finland was often shown assisting victims and fighting for victims’ rights.

Two articles reported on authorities’ efforts to educate pre-investigative authorities to identify and investigate human trafficking.
The articles originated from a press release by IHME-project coordinated by the Assistance System. One article titled “Knowhow on human trafficking unevenly allocated amongst authorities - training given widely to combat human trafficking” consisted of a brief summary of the press release. Another, lengthier article inspired by the same press release featured an interview of the project manager to the IHME-project. The article describes the project manager telling about how and why human trafficking is often not identified, even by the victims themselves, and how trainings are given to police and border guard to try to fix this problem.

The project manager is quoted speaking about types of human trafficking less identified in Finland, for example forced criminal activity of persons with substance addictions, which was mentioned in the heading. The interview ends with a few words on the link between a consumer buying extraordinarily cheap goods to exploitation of labour.

How much was the phenomenon expanded upon?

Only a handful of articles in the public policy category offered information on the context of human trafficking or the diverse factors enabling it. The article on the Thai berry pickers’ case shed light on the structural factors that enable the exploitation of foreign berry pickers in Finland. The interview of IHME project manager referred to links between extraordinarily cheap goods to exploitation of labour. Some articles linked vulnerability to exploitation with illegal stay (paperless) in Finland.

Many articles, however, had educational value as they offered information on different types of human trafficking, on the effects of using misleading terminology, and on prevalent trends in human trafficking.

Victims’ experiences or voices have not included in the policy category and issues relating to them were discussed without their input.

Language - observations

Six out of 22 articles included sensationalist elements in the headline. These headlines are: “A sex toy found in luggage might lead to preventing a foreign national’s entry to Finland: ‘Even victims of human trafficking may be turned away at the border instead of being offered protection’”; “Victims of human trafficking don’t always get help - some authorities unduly deny victims’ right to specialized healthcare”; “Victim Support Finland: This is the rotten way the paperless are exploited in Finland - long work days, no holidays, no salary”; “The exploitation of the paperless seems to be systematic - more victims of human trafficking identified”; “In Finland a rape is not a rape if the victim is beaten into submission by a pimp” and “Victims of human trafficking still not being sufficiently identified in Finland - “A drug user can be a victim of human trafficking, if they are forced to commit crimes”

In their analysis of news media coverage of human trafficking in the United Kingdom, Muraszkiewicz et al. found that news coverage did not convey personal opinions of journalists, but instead relied on the sources to convey a message. The same was true in the case of the articles studied for this paper. Whether the quote is placed in the headline as in the afore
mentioned articles, or inside the text as in the articles concerning FLHR petition to criminalize forced marriage, bold statements and even exaggerating comments by sources are gems for journalists.

Sensationalist language may, in fact, be utilized in the public policy category more than it is in the criminal justice category. Interest groups may use sensationalist language and exaggerations to get more attention to their message. While sensationalism may give a misleading image of the phenomenon, Muraszkiewicz et al. claim that sensationalist language might even have a positive effect on raising awareness on human trafficking\textsuperscript{101}.

12 of the articles (54 per cent) linked human trafficking to immigration. The articles covering forced marriage cases are not included in this figure, as immigration was not directly mentioned in the articles. A person’s status as a non-Finnish national was portrayed as a vulnerability factor for victims of trafficking.

Victims of human trafficking were portrayed as powerless and vulnerable. They were dependent on assistance by authorities and NGOs, and at the mercy of exploiters as well as authorities’ decisions.

\textbf{6.1.10 Economic issue frame}

Three articles concerning the Thai berry pickers’ case explored the negative impacts of the court judgement in the case on the berry industry. In these articles, human trafficking (or its consequences) was seen primarily as an economical issue.

After the Keski-Suomi District court judgement concluded that the man had subjected 26 Thai berry pickers into forced labour in Central Finland, Thai authorities reduced the number of permits given to Thai nationals to travel to Finland for wild berry picking. This, according to the news stories, was feared to cause a shortage of workforce in the berry picking industry.

The articles that followed dealt mainly with the economic concerns of berry picking wondering, if fewer pickers suffice to fulfil the needs of the berry industry. The articles included a prognosis on how well bilberries would grow the coming summer and how good or bad the expected crop would be, with quotes from the Natural Resource Center.

Representatives of berry picking companies were interviewed as saying they understand why Thai authorities have reacted this way. Companies stated that they have all the necessary checks in place to ensure that the pickers’ rights are respected and hoped that one bad seed would not ruin things for the rest of the companies.

While the articles did not include discussion of the victims themselves, they highlighted the berry industry’s dependency on foreign workforce working under a certain set of rights.
6.1.11 Human rights frame

Framing human trafficking as a human rights issue is arguably one of the more effective ways of presenting a more comprehensive image of human trafficking. In the human rights frame, victims of trafficking are given center stage, and their background and motivations may be explored. The socio-economic factors behind human trafficking may be explored in this category, and attention might be given to, for example, conflicts, poverty and economic inequality as factors behind human trafficking\textsuperscript{102}.

According to Syvänen, victim assistance is another strong motive in the human rights frame, and victims’ stories may also be told through assisting organizations\textsuperscript{103}.

Only two articles in the analyzed news material represented this category. NGOs and other actors assisting victims were a part of both articles. However, the focus of the articles is on the victims’ interviews or quotes.

One of the articles was inspired by a 2018 documentary film about a young Finnish woman, who was abducted by her Tunisian employer in Tunisia in 2006 and, among other things, forced into conditions resembling sexual slavery. In its day, his case was not recognized as human trafficking. Possibly due to problems in investigative cooperation between Finland and Tunisia, only the woman’s own word remains as evidence of human trafficking. The article, however, rather boldly states that the woman indeed was a victim of human trafficking. The victim is stated saying that she would not be alive without her rescuers. This view was not shared by all news media\textsuperscript{104}. The article recaps a summary of the woman’s story recorded in the documentary.

The other article is the product of journalistic initiative: an Yle news journalist travelled to Nigeria to meet two Nigerian victims of human trafficking, who had been denied asylum or residence permit in Finland. The article is titled \textquoteleft Grace, deported by Finland, would live on the streets in the African human trafficking hub if it wasn’t for her Western Finnish helpers - ‘I’m scared to death of my former traffickers’\textquoteright.

In the article, the women tell their stories including the reasons why and how they ended up in Europe and were forced into prostitution. The article explores the background of poverty, and economic and gender inequality behind the women’s experiences and behind trafficking in general.

The article then moves to show the conditions in which the women currently live in Nigeria, after having been turned away from Finland. The extraordinarily long article also includes interviews of activists from the NGO Elpida ry, that has financially supported the two women after their return, of employees of the Finnish Immigration Service and of the Non-Discrimination Ombudsman. It is likely that links to the victims were established through the NGO Elpida ry, which makes this case a good example of an NGO and media working in cooperation to convey a message.
The article is likely to have responded to an ongoing debate on Nigerian female victims of human trafficking in Finland, some of whom have been denied residence in Finland and sent back to another European country of Nigeria. This study will briefly examine a series of other articles related to this topic in Chapter 9 (9.1 Itohan Okundaye). These articles were not included in the analyzed materials due to the date of publication or because the media outlet where the stories were published were not part of this analysis.

6.1.12 Prostitution frame

This category portrays human trafficking mainly as an issue of prostitution. According to international research, human trafficking is often strongly framed as a prostitution issue.

30 articles out of 65 (46 per cent) focused on sexual exploitation related human trafficking. In all but one case this consisted of forcing or pressuring a woman or a girl into prostitution.

One article falling only in this category is an interview with Cuban-American author Cecilia Samart. In the article titled “Author of entertainment literature Cecilia Samart changed direction and now writes about human trafficking: ‘Nobody sells their body voluntarily’” Samart is quoted talking about human trafficking yet only referring to sexual exploitation related trafficking, more specifically exploitation in prostitution. She speaks of prostitution and human trafficking interchangeably and refers to victims as women and girls only.

23 articles were based on a criminal investigation, arrest or court proceedings. Individual criminal cases relating to sexual exploitation didn’t generally receive more media coverage than those relating to labour exploitation. However, the balancing factor here may have been the fact, that one of the labour exploitation cases (Thai berry pickers) involved a Finnish entrepreneur and affected a section of industry at a national level. This may arguably have increased the amount of coverage on this case over those labour exploitation cases, where both the perpetrator and victims were of non-Finnish origin.

The criminal case where a Romanian man was convicted for aggravated human trafficking for forcing a Romanian woman into prostitution in Finland and abroad, received the most media attention of all the cases in 2018 (according to the analyzed material). The fact that the case was tried twice in 2018, first in a district court and later in a court of appeal, seemed to double the number of articles written on this case.

Both cases in the human rights category concerned women, who had been victims of sexual exploitation related human trafficking. Four articles in the public policy category covered human trafficking issues related to exploitation in prostitution. In the policy category, this was less than the number of articles focused on forced marriages (five articles). As a comparison, no articles in the public policy category focused solely on labour exploitation, but it was emphasized in six articles and mentioned in the headline in four.
In Finland, too, there may be a tendency to cover cases and events related to sexual exploitation related human trafficking over other trafficking types.

6.2 NEWS ON HUMAN TRAFFICKING OUTSIDE FINLAND (26 ARTICLES)

Out of all the articles studied for this paper, 26 articles (29 per cent) covered events or phenomena in another country. These 26 articles form their own category entirely, as their genesis is normally different from articles covering domestic issues.

In the 26 articles analyzed here, the main source used was an international news organization, most often Reuters, CNN or BBC. The Finnish news article tended to be a translation and perhaps a summary of the original article made abroad, and it was rare that more content was added to the article in Finland. This is this category of news is here referred to as imported news: the core or the topic of the piece of news is imported from a foreign source.

In three cases the Finnish journalist had done additional research on top of the information that already existed in the international news organizations’ reports, for example by referencing another article on a related topic or, as in the case of an article about sex trafficking in Thailand, by conducting broader research using several sources.

Out of the imported news, MTV Uutiset published 11 articles, Helsingin Sanomat 7 articles, Ilta-Sanomat 6 articles and Yle uutiset 2 articles.

Due to the small number of articles in this category, imported news are given less attention in this study than are articles created by domestic news media.

6.2.1 Sex trafficking and baby trade

Human trafficking related to sexual exploitation was the most common topic in the studied articles. This comes as no surprise: a lot of earlier research on framing of human trafficking in several countries has already established this to be the case.

Articles on trafficking for sexual exploitation were inspired by case studies (five articles), campaigns started by NGOs (three articles), statement by a Nobel Peace Prize winner (two cases), and investigative work done by the journalist (one case).

In ten out of the eleven articles covering sexual exploitation, there was more than one victim per article. In fact, most articles featured several, even dozens, of victims.

In five articles female minors were the primary victims or mentioned as being targeted alongside adult females. Exploitation targeting babies and children was the second most common topic and was featured in six articles: child marriage (three articles) and trafficking targeting babies or
8. Imported news: articles by type of human trafficking.

6.2.2 The missing males

Victims of human trafficking in the articles studied were mostly women (ten articles), female children (six articles) or babies / toddlers (three articles). Only one article covered the case of an adult male victim, and one article referred to transgender persons in addition to female victims. In two articles a brief mention was made of male children as victims of trafficking.

One of these articles concerned girls being forced to sell sex to human smugglers in order to gain entry to the EU. At the end of the article it was then mentioned, that this phenomenon also concerns some boys. Unlike in the case of girls, no statistical information was offered about the estimated number of boys being victims of sexual abuse in similar situations.

The other article discussed the problem of Vietnamese children being forced to work on illegal cannabis farms in the United Kingdom. The gender of these children was never mentioned in the article. The article, however, contained a brief case study of a boy, a former cannabis farm worker, who was not granted asylum in the UK.

In six articles (three of which covered a statistical report on “modern slavery” from the United Kingdom) human trafficking was mentioned or discussed, but with no reference to victims.

Apart from one article, the gender of the victim was only mentioned in the headline or lead of the article, if the victim was female.

Based on the studied articles on foreign THB news, human trafficking is presented as a problem concerning women, children and infants. This is the case whether the article was inspired by a case study, policy or legislation. Victims of sexual exploitation were almost exclusively (heterosexual) women and girls. These findings are consolidated by literature on the topic of media framing of human trafficking in general, as well as on trafficking for sexual exploitation, for
example in a study by P. J. Dennis, titled: “Women are Victims, Men Make Choices: The Invisibility of Men and Boys in the Global Sex Trade”.

6.2.3 Forced labour related trafficking not popular

Human trafficking related to forced labour was not a popular topic on its own. In the four articles where it was mentioned, the main focus was on something else, or the case was otherwise extraordinary. One article covered the case of Vietnamese children forced to work on cannabis farms.

Two articles, titled “Leaders of Jesus Cult arrested in Brazil - ‘Father Cicero’ used profits from slave labour to buy luxury houses and cars” and “Burn marks to intimate areas and forced labour - FBI fetched man claimed to be the leader of an infamous sex cult from Mexico” did not expand on what was meant by slave labour, who were the slaves, or where and how this exploitation was conducted. The articles focused on the sex cult and on the cult’s celebrity members.

A BBC article about a man who had spent 40 years “in slavery in squalid and shocking conditions” mainly focused on describing the victim’s living conditions. The article gave little mention of the type or work the victim was forced to do and contained no information on how the man ended up in slavery for such a long time. Apart from this article, adult victims of forced labour related trafficking were completely absent.

In the case of forced criminal activity, an article described a criminal gang trying to force two boys to join the gang and to commit crimes. This, however, was not recognized as a type of human trafficking (forced criminal activity).

6.2.4 Criminal justice frame the most common

More than half of the articles (14) were inspired by a case study. Out of these, all but two (12 articles) were framed as a criminal justice issue and represented the category to the letter. As in the case of Finnish articles, human trafficking was portrayed as a criminal justice problem that can only be tackled with criminal justice responses. Articles described cases, but not their context.

Sensationalist language was commonly (in 75 percent of the articles) used in the headline and lead of these articles. For example: “‘Soulless’ smuggling ring that kidnapped babies caught in Peru - former police chief amongst suspects”, “Couple suspected of appalling crimes - killed young women and sold body parts”, “Nearly 50 women rescued from sex slavery in Columbia - taken into night club basements through tunnels”. Headlines were often created in Finland. Elsewhere in the article’s language used was mostly neutral.
6.2.5 Human rights frame with shock factor

Similar sensationalist language was present in the headlines of articles falling under the human rights frame (five articles). In these articles, sensationalist language used was often sourced from statements and comments given by NGOs. Outside the quotes the journalist’s own language remained relatively neutral. For example, “Rohingya girls are sold as child brides for older men - ‘Sex tourism flourishes here’”.

Articles in the human rights frame were most often inspired by a report or a statement by an NGO trying to bring light to a pressing issue (e.g. to the plight of Rohingya girls at refugee camps or children being exploited by human smugglers in the EU) or promoting a course of action (e.g. criminalizing the purchase of sex in Thailand). One of the articles was a result of investigative journalism by a CNN journalist, who had filmed and interviewed Nigerian women in forced prostitution in France.

9. Imported news: Framing of news articles. Please, note that some articles were framed in more than one way.

6.2.6 Immigration and prostitution frames

As stated before, an article may be framed in more than one way. Immigration (nine articles) and prostitution (6 articles) were also strongly present, often in combination with another frame. In both categories emphasis was on the vulnerability of immigrants / sex workers to exploitation rather than on social or structural problems that cause vulnerability.

The article titled “'Majority of police officers involved in sex business in Thailand' - Anti-trafficking NGO would criminalize purchase of sex” stands out as the only article, where a policy initiative in another country generated an article with interviews and additional research conducted by the Finnish journalist. For example, a Finnish woman working with Thai sex workers in Thailand was interviewed.

The article explored the working conditions of sex workers in Thailand, the reasons behind ending up in the sex industry, and the difficulty of leaving the profession. An NGO was quoted saying, that though some women are in it voluntarily, everyone who purchases sex in Thailand ends up supporting human trafficking in one way or another. Problems faced by a Finnish NGO
working in Thailand were also discussed. The NGO had had to stop field work in Thailand after one of their employees, dubbed the Rubberman, had himself come out in Finnish media as an active sex buyer.

Perhaps ironically, the article included a link to a video, where Finnish men talk about their experiences of sex tourism in Thailand. The article had been shared on Facebook more than any other studied article from the same publication.

In the article concerning Nigerian women exploited in prostitution at a Paris park, the CNN journalist had interviewed some of the women on a video that was attached to the article. This was the only article where victims were interviewed at all.

### 6.2.7 Public policy frame

Six articles in the public policy frame included three articles covering (the same) report by United Kingdom anti-trafficking authorities on modern slavery. The headlines were sensational in the Finnish context, as in Finland slavery is categorized as a form of aggravated human trafficking unlike in the UK, where the human trafficking legislation is dubbed Anti-Slavery Act. In the Finnish context, headlines with terms referring to slavery or enslaving may seem more impacting.

The fourth article in this category covered events relating to legislative change, namely Australia classifying "orphan trade" as human trafficking.

Two articles covering a case of a Sudanese girl who was sold on Facebook were here categorized as being framed as a policy issue. The articles may have also been categorized in the criminal justice frame, as they contain the basic elements of that category. Criminal justice actors were, however, not mentioned or quoted in the articles, and no one had been prosecuted for the crime. In the articles, Save the Children Sudan expresses shock at what has happened and points out that it is a human rights offence.

The articles were titled with ample sensationalism: "A child bride auctioned on Facebook - Barbaric use of technology", "A child bride auctioned on Facebook - ‘Just like in the slave markets of the past’".

### 6.2.8 Shock and stereotypes

From the stream of world events, the most shocking cases seem to catch the most attention and end up being featured in Finnish news media. A quick review of international news online sources the Guardian, CNN, BBC and Reuters reveals that, while many articles feature victims of sex trafficking or child trafficking, other topics have also been available in 2018, though less so.
According to the analyzed news material, human trafficking is mainly framed as a criminal justice issue, where women and children are sexually exploited. Perpetrators, if they are mentioned, often appear as more or less international criminal groups or organizations.

The material shows that, in order to be picked by a Finnish journalist from the stream of international news, the news piece must feature more than one victim, who are preferably women, children or infants. Cases concerning men, other genders or individual women or children do not reach the news threshold.

Sensational language is often used in the news stories, often sourced similarly than in the case of domestic articles: by relying on the sources to convey a message. Many headlines, out of which most are likely to have been constructed in Finland, are written with sensationalist language.

In sum, the selected articles seem to enforce stereotypes of human trafficking.

Links to similar events or phenomena in Finland were not drawn in any of the 27 studied articles, even though there may have been some prime opportunities to do so. In two broader articles, however, the topic was either otherwise linked to Finland (Sex trafficking in Thailand’s popular tourist areas where Finns also frequent) or was relevant to an ongoing debate in Finland (Nigerian women in forced prostitution in Paris).

### 6.3 Framing - Combined

In terms of simple numbers, human trafficking was framed as a criminal justice issue that has to do with immigration and sexual exploitation, especially forced prostitution. 43 out of 91 articles (47 per cent) depicted sexual exploitation related human trafficking. Labour exploitation related human trafficking or forced labour was more prominently covered in domestic news (17 articles) than in imported news (4 articles). Overall, sexual exploitation related articles were twice as common as those covering labour exploitation. Links to immigration were emphasized especially in domestic news (43 articles).
10. All articles by type of human trafficking.

11. All articles divided by frame. Please, note that some articles were framed in more than one way, making the total number greater than 91.

There was no reference of any of the articles to the European Union (EU) as an anti-trafficking actor, in fact only one article referred to the EU at all. This was an article on the sexual exploitation of immigrant children at the outer borders of the EU. Academics, analysts or other evaluators were interviewed in only two articles.
12. How different publications framed human trafficking, shown by percentage of total amount of analyzed articles per publication.

The above figure shows how the four publications framed articles. The publications were rather similar in their handling of human trafficking cases. The longest articles in the human rights category were published in Yle uutiset (2 articles). Both articles were domestic news articles, i.e. made in Finland from the start. The other five articles in the human rights category were imported news, with extra journalistic work done on one article published in Ilta-Sanomat.

There were some differences in how publications wrote about the ethnic background of victims and perpetrators in articles in the criminal justice category. Helsingin Sanomat seemed to avoid mentioning ethnicity or using the word “foreign” in the headlines. Yle similarly left out the actual ethnicity of victims/perpetrators from headlines, instead using the term “foreign”. Both Ilta-Sanomat and MTV Uutiset declared ethnic backgrounds in the headlines.

7. PICTURES USED IN NEWS ARTICLES

Most illustrations were pictures of buildings: either courts, police stations or, for example, restaurants where exploitation had taken place. These pictures were common especially in the criminal justice category. In this category, pictures of law books (“Suomen Laki”) were often used as illustration. Some articles were also illustrated with pictures of police uniform or vehicle. Court proceedings that were open to the press featured pictures of the accused, often from behind. These images enforce the perception of strong authorities and the force of law. At the same time, these kinds of pictures are relatively easy to source.

Articles covering labour exploitation related trafficking issues, were sometimes illustrated with pictures of tools or other work-related paraphernalia, for example pots and pans (kitchen work)
or a sink with soap and dishes. In the Thai berry pickers' case, articles commonly used a series of crime scene pictures released by the police. The pictures showed the conditions in which the workers lived on the berry company's premises, and a picture of the workers' passports in a plastic bag, where the convicted man had kept them.


On the contrary, sexual exploitation related trafficking was occasionally illustrated with pictures of high heels on a street at night (even though none of the cases covered related to street prostitution). One publication reused the same image of a woman's head against a backdrop of a large eye for several articles covering human trafficking.


Articles in the public policy category often contained pictures of the persons interviewed. Victims’ pictures were used in the human rights category, but in the case of the Nigerian women, in a way that did not reveal the women’s identities. The Nigeria themed article also included some infographics and pictures of the women’s homes and of Nigerian landscape.


The most stereotypical pictures, which one might find by google-searching human trafficking pictures, were generally not featured in the analyzed articles. This category would include pictures of shackled, tied or beaten up victims, victims with barcode tattoos, or of victims behind bars. Only one article by MTV Uutiset was illustrated with a picture of tied-up hands (above).

The use of stereotypical pictures may arguably be harmful to how the audience understands human trafficking. Human trafficking, at least in the Finnish context, very rarely includes physically restricting the victims with ropes or shackles or tattooing the victim with a bar code\textsuperscript{108}. Similarly, the use of pictures of street prostitution, or indeed of a person in high heels on a street at night, may lead to stereotypical ideas of human trafficking as a phenomenon concerning females in sex work. It is notable, that no pictures of male (or other gender) victims were used in any of the articles.
8. HUMAN RIGHTS CAMPAIGNS BY FINNISH MEDIA IN 2019

The analyzed media material from 2018 did not include any major media campaigns on human trafficking. This is why it is worth giving attention to two cases, where news media action coupled with cooperation with victims of human trafficking, NGOs and authorities, in order to bring attention to certain issues and, arguably, to put pressure on authorities for change.

Most of the articles referred to in this section were published in 2019, which was not covered by this analysis. The articles published in 2018 did not qualify for the analysis, as the articles were found in news outlets other than the ones under scrutiny, many articles were found in, for example, local news media, or were written in Swedish.

8.1 Itohan Okundaye

Itohan Okundaye, a young woman of Nigerian origin, became a known face in Finland in 2018 through several media publications. Okundaye had arrived in Finland in 2014 and was immediately identified as a victim of human trafficking. She had been forced into prostitution in Italy, the exploitation having begun when she was still a minor. She sought asylum and applied for a residence permit as a victim of trafficking, a process which by 2019 has gone on for five years. So far she has received negative decisions and, with her young son born in Finland, faces being sent away from Finland to Italy.

Okundaye joined an NGO through a Finnish NGO activist, whom she met while housed at a reception center for asylum seekers. Gradually, she began holding public speeches, speaking out for Nigerian victims of human trafficking, and becoming a face for the NGO. The media became interested in her case after as she kept receiving negative decisions to her asylum and residence permit applications. An NGO provided photographs of Okundaye to use in articles.

Okundaye has given several in-depth interviews to several news outlets. The articles recount her story and through it explore many of the factors (social, economic, religious, cultural, legislative etc.) that caused her to end up being exploited. Several of these articles then move to critique the Finnish Immigration Service’s practices and related legislation. Some articles include quotes by the National Rapporteur for Human Trafficking, who echoes the criticism and demands changes in the Aliens Act. Some articles include interviews of representatives of the NGO.

The articles used somewhat sensationalist or appealing language, especially in the headlines and subheads, for example: “Sold as a child - A Nigerian woman’s battle against human trafficking”; “Itohan fell victim of human trafficking as a child - now she’s being sent away with her child”, “My innocence was stolen from me”, “One day the police will come and deport Itohan Okundaye, 28, forced into prostitution, from Finland - ‘Do not go to Europe’, she advises the women of the native country”. Persons interviewed for the article were described as being “shocked” and “sad”.
Several articles and blogs included a web link to a petition to stop Okundaye and her son’s refusal of entry decision. The petition was handed to the Minister at the end of February 2019. On 27.2.2019 news blog declared that the “Minister of the Interior Mykkänen promises to contact the directors of the Immigration Service on the matter of Itohan Okundaye’s forced return”.

In an Yle uutiset article on 27.3.2019, the Minister of the Interior suggested “a new human trafficking law”, linking his suggestion to Okundaye’s case. In the article, the director of the Immigration Service was quoted saying that the organization is scrutinizing the legality of its decisions. The article mentioned that Okundaye had received an invitation from the Immigration Service to be heard in her case.

The different forces and dynamics at play in Okundaye’s case would definitely be fruitful soil for future research. Media attention on her case has benefited Okundaye, though her stay in Finland is still uncertain. It remains to be seen if media attention can have a further effect on individual cases compared with those cases that are not supported by campaigns.

The effects to public policy might be greater. The in-depth articles have opened up some of the root causes for human trafficking, and focused attention on the legislation and practice behind decision-making in asylum and residence permit processes. At the same time, it is clear that the Immigration Service was not able to publicly respond to accusations and explain the grounds on which the decisions were made, as the Immigration Service (as any public authority) is legally bound not to reveal details in individual cases.

8.2 Nepalese restaurant workers

On 30 March 2019, Helsingin Sanomat published a long article on the exploitation of Nepalese workers in Nepalese restaurants. 19 Nepalese workers were interviewed for the article within a period of five months, all of them anonymously. Workers described how they had worked very long hours, seven days a week, with meager salaries and threats from their employers. They told about a cartel of Nepalese restauranteurs who would discipline anyone who spoke to the police. Nepalese restauranteurs were also interviewed. They naturally denied all accusations.

Quotes from earlier court judgements on human trafficking in the restaurant industry seemed to confirm the modus operandi of the restaurants. Employers exploit the workers’ dependency on residence permits and threaten them with losing their residence if they behave in an unwanted way. They also exploit the workers’ dreams for family reunification permits for their family members in Nepal. Workers are kept separated from Finnish society and not allowed to take part on Finnish language courses.

The article covered the reasons why workers come to Finland very briefly: to get a better life. Nepal is one of the poorest countries in the world. Many workers wish to send money home to support their families. Workers are recruited with promises of a better future in Finland - and often get swindled. Some endure the exploitation in hopes to bring their family members to Finland.
The article featured interviews from the National Bureau of Intelligence, the police, the Labour inspectorate (AVI) and the NGO Victim Support Finland. Both AVI and Victim Support Finland had tried to bring exploitation in Nepalese restaurants into the police’s attention, but with no results. Because victims are often afraid to report their experiences to the police, police surveillance is required to get evidence of exploitation. The interviewees conclude that neither the police nor AVI have sufficient resources to supervise the situation in the restaurants. They supported the notion of establishing a police unit specialized in human trafficking.

Later on the same day Helsingin Sanomat published an article where the Minister of the Interior commented on the findings of the reportage. The Minister was quoted saying that he would suggest criminalizing under-paying employees and consider establishing a specialized police unit. The Minister stated that police resources must be increased, as well as those of the prosecution and AVI. “We must use stronger means to tackle work exploitation related human trafficking”, the Minister said. The article also quoted a statement published by the Social Democratic Party, where the party proposes changes to legislation.

On 31 March Helsingin Sanomat published a third article explaining how a consumer may notice signs of exploitation in a restaurant - and how exploitation may often not be noticeable to a normal restaurant-goer.

On 1 April Helsingin Sanomat continued on the topic with an interview of the National Rapporteur on Trafficking in Human Beings and a representative of the Police Board. Both promoted the idea of establishing a specialized police unit. Police Board representative pointed out that the Finnish police has the lowest per capita resources within the European Union. The National Rapporteur highlighted the problems related to work related residence permits and criticized the Finnish Immigration Service’s practice in deciding on residence permits for victims of human trafficking. She also criticized the strong link between victim assistance and the criminal process, where the victim may be left without assistance if the criminal process is not successful. “I’m afraid that if we don’t tackle this problem [of human trafficking] it will grow and get worse” the Rapporteur stated.

On 3 April some owners of Nepalese restaurants were protesting against the bad press they had received by closing the restaurants for a day. They invited the public to come over and talk to their employees. In an article published in Helsingin uutiset, the restauranteurs accused Helsingin Sanomat for ruining their reputation.

On 24 April Victim Support Finland was interviewed in a Helsingin Sanomat article saying that tens of Nepalese restaurant workers have contacted the NGO, and nearly ten workers had sought assistance from them. According to the NGO, some workers had reported improvement in their working conditions.

Parliamentary elections were held in Finland on 14 April 2019. It remains to be seen whether the new government picks up on the issues raised in these articles.
9. INTERVIEWING JOURNALISTS

Three journalists from two media publications (Helsingin Sanomat and Yle) were interviewed for this study. Some of the journalists’ thoughts have already been presented in section 6.1.6 Sourcing the news stories. In the last part of this section is a summary of an interview with organizations that assist victims of human trafficking. The quotes in cursive are from the interviewed journalists.

9.1 “Coverage of human trafficking must be comprehensive”

All journalists agree that human trafficking is something that needs to be covered in news media. However, two of them pointed out that fast-paced news journalism where arrests and court judgements are covered as “dotted events”, can be problematic. Covering the phenomenon requires careful investigative journalism that brings out the fuller context in which events occur. Stereotypes must be avoided.

Some saw commercial logic of media environments as the greatest challenge to production of ethical content.

“It is a continuing challenge to produce information that is as objective as possible, on topics that are difficult and stir emotions - while avoiding the pitfalls of adding to prejudices or presenting stereotypical or one-dimensional images of certain (groups of) people. This is especially challenging in a media environment, where only a small proportion of information is (the product of) journalism. Journalism has to compete with media content objectivity and moderation are not valued. Objectivity and moderation do not sell.” (Journalist 2)

The journalists frequently referenced journalistic ethic and guidelines. They stated that conveying truthful information is considered of key importance. This, according to the journalists, is best done by trying to shed light on the topic from different angles. It is important to include several different sources and to view the phenomenon from different angles. Information gathering should be done properly from the beginning as, according to one journalist, the audience forms its opinion based on the first articles of headlines they see. Finding solid information may, however, be challenging.

“The official statements that I received were all vague and cautious. They mainly pointed out that it is difficult to notice or identify the phenomenon [forced begging] and that the fact that there have been no investigations into it does not necessarily mean that it doesn’t occur in Finland. […] Finding information and forming an overall picture of the phenomenon was very difficult. No simple facts or numbers were available. […] You have to be careful not to write about a phenomenon based on expired facts or someone’s ‘gut feeling’” (Journalist 2)
9.2 What not to do

All journalists found that over-simplifying the phenomenon was something that should always be avoided. One should not enforce stereotypes of human trafficking as slaves in shackles, as a dichotomy of victims and exploiters.

“You cannot just fade away the nuances. You have to show the different dynamics in the case: the economical, emotional, psychological or family ties and dependencies between the victim and perpetrator, the overall context in which exploitation had occurred.” (Journalist 1)

Another failure would be to try to force the victims into a certain mold: all victims are not necessarily traumatized and without agency. One journalist spoke of the importance of self-reflection to find out what the journalist’s own prejudices are.

“Do I, as a journalist, have pre-conceptions of these people? Am I, for example, expecting this person is more likely to lie than someone else, because they belong to this or that group of people?” (Journalist 2)

And ultimately, as one journalist stated: “The worst possible thing to do would be to blame the victim. That is not a part of responsible journalism.” (Journalist 3)

9.3 “A good story requires that victims are heard”

All three journalists thought that an effective and thorough news story on human trafficking should include the victims’ perspectives.

“An ideal story is one where the victims’ voices are heard, if it’s possible. It’s important that we don’t make assumptions on behalf of the victims.” (Journalist 2)

“You can discuss the legislation on begging, or the status of mobile populations from many angles, but no outsider can tell how it actually feels to beg on the street.” (Journalist 3)

“There are always more shades of gray in the world and things are not black and white. Through the victims you learn how diverse the phenomenon is. We as humans tend to build ready narratives in our heads about how human trafficking is: that there is a slave master and a slave in shackles. But it really isn’t that simple - there are dimensions that must be brought to light in order to give a truthful image of the phenomenon. For example, victims might have feelings of gratitude towards their exploiters, because the exploiter has, after all, brought the victims to Finland. Or the victim doesn’t want to come out, because the exploiter is their uncle.” (Journalist 1)

One of the journalists described how they make sure that the victim understands what the interview means, its risks and possible consequences as well as the rights of the interviewee, and where the finished article may be seen. He didn’t, however, wish to “be patronizing and claim to know what’s best for the victims” (Journalist 1). In some cases, the journalist double-checks
security matters with the police or with assisting organizations. Sometimes an interview might be a disappointing experience for a victim, as the victim may have high expectations for the process.

“Sometimes a victim feels that he wants to tell all about it and he wants me to write everything. He demands that I name this and that person, because they are a bad person or they exploited the victim. He wants to see that the people who tormented him are made to pay for their actions. It’s natural that someone who has recently arrived in Finland does not know how Finnish media works. They might say that they take full responsibility and face all consequences. Of course, it doesn’t work like that.” (Journalist 1)

Only one of the interviewed journalists revealed how and where he gets into contact with victims. Sometimes victims or people around them may contact a journalist who is known for writing about human trafficking. Sometimes NGOs and lawyers may be the link to victims. All interviewees agreed, however, that is difficult to find victims to interview.

“Some investigative news projects can begin from talking to a victim or a person, who is close to the victim - people, who have a contact with the victim and are present in their everyday life, people who know what’s happening there [at the possible scene of exploitation]. In one case, this person I know personally told me, that there are people working at [X], who are only making around three euros per hour. This person was a member of the same community than these workers and knew many of them.” (Journalist 1)

“NGO actors might tell me about these problems. They may say, for example, that we have these people here and they would like to speak to a journalist." (Journalist 1)

9.4 Victim assistance organizations as gate-keepers

For example, Syvänen has seen authorities and NGOs, that assist victims of human trafficking, as gate-keepers, who decide when or if a victim may be interviewed109. This gate-keeping might be seen as over-protecting the victim, or as undermining the victim’s own agency or initiative. On the other hand, one might ask if it would even be morally acceptable for assisting organizations to function as pools, where victims could be easily found and sourced for interviews.

According to an interview with the Assistance System for Victims of Human Trafficking and prominent NGOs that assist victims of human trafficking, both see as their primary task the assistance of victims (clients), and do not consider it the client’s burden to sophisticate the nation on human trafficking. No information on the clients is given to persons, who have no right to access said information, the publicity of which is regulated by law. None of the interviewed organization relay interview requests to their clients. At the same time, both actors support the client’s right to tell their story if they so choose. The actors will always try to discuss the possible consequences of speaking to the media with the client and ensure that the client does not put themselves or their family members at risk110.
10. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the analyzed material, human trafficking was framed in Finnish news media as a criminal justice problem related to immigration. Human trafficking was portrayed as something that targets women especially, often through forced prostitution.

This echoes the findings of earlier research (see sections 2. and 3.). According to said research, misleading images formed by news media may lead to misinformed policy changes, affect what types of human trafficking are identified and investigated, and what kinds of victims are identified.

At the same time the prevalence of, for example, immigration correlates to both the tried and investigated criminal cases in 2018, as well as the statistics on victims referred to assistance.

Of course, all of the analyzed articles did not follow the above mentioned pattern. Among the articles there were those that provided context and presented different viewpoints. Imported and domestic news formed two different categories, where imported news appeared to be more sensationalist and stereotype-enforcing.

As a conclusion, some of the main problem points are presented, followed by suggestions for editorial action and further research.

10.1 Imported news - a lost opportunity

Imported news, i.e. news based on articles published by international media corporations, truly represented a category of its own. It seems that, in order to be selected from a stream of international news, an article on human trafficking must feature something extraordinary and shocking. Most articles featured cases with several, sometimes dozens of (female) victims, or exploitation of children or infants. Perpetrators were often international criminal organizations. The most common topics related to sexual exploitation of women and/or children. Sensationalist language was used in the headlines to draw in the readers.

The selection of imported news to Finnish news media follows commercial logic. Instead of selecting a story about male victims or labour exploitation, the journalist picks the stories that have shock value, the stories that sell. These stories seem to be the ones that enforce existing stereotypes of human trafficking.

An opportunity is lost here. At best, imported news could include articles that represent different, less publicized types of human trafficking and make these known in Finland. They could include stories of victims other than helpless females, and shed light on the context of human trafficking. This would help to create a more comprehensive image of human trafficking. This kind of selection would, however, not follow commercial logic and may therefore be less popular amongst news publishers.

The fact that Yle uutiset is publicly funded, may set it apart from the other three commercial publications. Yle uutiset published only two imported articles, while MTV Uutiset published 11.
10.2 Some suggestions

Finnish news media may convey a somewhat limited image of human trafficking to the public. Only a few articles offered any context to human trafficking, or discussed the structural dimension, such as national legislation or global economic inequality, as possible factors for human trafficking. The victim’s perspective was included in two to three articles (out of 91). The greater legislative context of European Union and Council of Europe legislation was completely missing, as was any mention of the anti-trafficking activities of these institutions. The United Nations was mentioned in articles concerning forced marriage.

At the same time, news media has also educated the public by conducting a degree of investigative journalism as well as creating news articles, where several sources are used and different viewpoints heard. Forced / child marriage was discussed in editorials and news media took sides in a political debate (whether that is positive or not). The public is informed of statistics related to victim assistance. Downsides of using the term “slavery” in the Finnish context were discussed.

Outside of articles covering events in the criminal process, journalism wasn’t so heavily dependent on official sources. Instead, journalists have found other sources such as NGOs and industry representatives. Likewise, human trafficking in the Finnish context is not portrayed as something that is always related to organized crime, and language used in domestically sourced articles was rarely sensationalist. It was found, that in this group of articles, sensationalist language was slightly more common in articles in the public policy frame than in, for example, the criminal justice frame.

As demonstrated by the above examples and the interviews conducted with three journalists for this study, there clearly are some journalists who are better informed about human trafficking than others. Journalistic routines could be altered by utilizing these informed journalists.

It might be fruitful for newsrooms to focus human trafficking related news work in the hands of informed journalists instead of, for example, crime reporters. Crime reporters covering a human trafficking court case or investigation could similarly cooperate with a journalist who is more acquainted with human trafficking issues. Even though information given by authorities about ongoing investigations or trials is restricted, the informed journalist could produce contextual information to supplement crime reporting. Even some well sourced imported news articles might serve this purpose.

When covering human trafficking related events, attention should be paid to use of terminology. It’s important to remember the distinction between force (coerce) and pressure as means utilized in human trafficking, and not use the two terms interchangeably. Mentioning the gender of victims only where the victims are female can create a misleading image of victims of human trafficking as a whole. If gender is mentioned, male and other genders should be included.
The analyzed news material did not include much investigative journalism or reporting from a human rights angle. This kind of journalism is, however, still done, although not in abundance. The two series of articles (the cases of Itohan Okundaye and Nepalese restaurant workers) included the use of several sources, most significantly the victims. They highlighted factors outside the traditional dichotomy of perpetrators and victims. According to news coverage that followed the initial investigative articles, it seems that some of the problems presented in the articles have been noted at high levels. Government ministers have given statements based on the articles. It remains to be seen, if the articles carry any real impact on policy-making.

It would be useful to research the actual effects of news media coverage of human trafficking to policy-making in Finland. Have criminal justice answers followed from framing human trafficking as a criminal justice issue? How much has framing affected policy making? It is likely, that more types of human trafficking would be identified if more information was disseminated in news media about them.

An especially interesting question is, whether framing human trafficking as an immigration issue caused Finns to identify human trafficking mainly within immigrant groups at the expense of so-called domestically operated “Finn-on-Finn” human trafficking? Which way has this affected policy-making, and has the outcome been mostly negative or positive? For example, has there been more scrutiny of immigration legislation as something that may create vulnerability to exploitation, or has framing helped to create more restrictions to immigration? What could be done differently?

Similarly, it would be interesting to map out what public opinion and comprehension of human trafficking is, and where the public receives information of the phenomenon. Is news media identified as a primary source?
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Yle uutiset articles from 2018

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication title</th>
<th>Headline</th>
<th>Date published</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Yle uutiset       | Hovioikeus kovensi ulkomaalaisten miehen
|                   | tuomiota törkeästi ihmiskaupasta – pakotti
|                   | naisen väkivalalla uhaten prostituuoion usea
| Yle uutiset       | Etnisen ravintolan pitäjä sai ehdollista
|                   | vankeutta ihmiskaupasta Kuopiossa: uhrit olivat lähes aina
| Yle uutiset       | Ihmiskaupan uhreja tunnistetaan Suomessa
|                   | yhä heikosti – "Huumeidenkäyttäjä voi olla
|                   | ihmiskaupan uhri, jos hänet pakotetaan
|                   | tekemään rikoksia" | 16.11.2018 | https://yle.fi/uutiset/3-10509678 |
| Yle uutiset       | Syyttäjä vaalit etnisen ravintolan pitäjälle
|                   | tuomiota ihmiskaupasta Kuopiossa: värävä
|                   | työntekijöitä kotimaasta, muttei maksanut
|                   | kunnon palkkaa | 7.11.2018 | https://yle.fi/uutiset/3-10496404 |
| Yle uutiset       | Suomen käännöt Grace asiudasi kadulla
|                   | Afrikan ihmiskaupan keskuudessa ilman
|                   | pohjalaisia hyväntekevöittäjään – "Pelkään
|                   | kuolloksen enisiä parittajani" | 29.10.2018 | https://yle.fi/uutiset/3-10478634 |
| Yle uutiset       | Viidekirkjaljia Cecilia Samartin vaihto suunta ja
|                   | kirjoitti ihmiskaupasta: "Kukaan ei myy
|                   | ruumistaan vapaaehtoisesti" | 28.10.2018 | https://yle.fi/uutiset/3-10479827 |
| Yle uutiset       | Joensuussa kävely ihmiskauppa vastaan | 19.10.2018 | https://yle.fi/uutiset/3-10465310 |
| Yle uutiset       | Suomalaisnainen kaapattiin työmakkina
|                   | Tunesiassa, pieni työttö auttui pakeneenva – nyt
|                   | nainen kertoi Ylle, kuinka traumat ja isot velat
|                   | seurasivat häntä vapautuneen | 18.10.2018 | https://yle.fi/uutiset/3-10463334 |
| Yle uutiset       | Suomessa voi olla satoja ihmiskaupan uhreja – "Jos
|                   | puhumme nykyajan orjuudesta, se
|                   | vääristää käsitystä mistä puhumme" | 14.8.2018 | https://yle.fi/uutiset/3-10351278 |
| Yle uutiset       | Ihmiskauppatapaikkaa tuli tietoon aiemmin
|                   | enemmän - paljon jää pimentoon | 8.8.2018 | https://yle.fi/uutiset/3-10342278 |
| 12 | Yle uutiset | Miehelle tuomio törkeästä ihmiskaupasta – pakotti naisen väkivallalla uhaten prostituidon useassa suuressa kaupungissa | 6.7.2018 | https://yle.fi/uutiset/3-10292047 |
| 14 | Yle uutiset | Ihmiskauppatuomio pelästyi viranomaiset – myös Kainuuseen on tulossa vähemmän thaimaalaisia marjanpoimijoita | 30.5.2018 | https://yle.fi/uutiset/3-10230687 |
| 16 | Yle uutiset | 1 500 poliisia iski ihmiskauppaa vastaan Saksassa – kymmeniä bordelleja tutkittiin, yli sata ihmistä pidätettiin | 18.4.2018 | https://yle.fi/uutiset/3-10165178 |
| 17 | Yle uutiset | Britanniassa avattiin auttava puhelin orjille, ensimmäisenä vuonna se tavoitti jopa 5 000 mahdollista uhria | 16.4.2018 | https://yle.fi/uutiset/3-10161052 |
| 18 | Yle uutiset | Mies vangittiin Oulussa epäiltyynä törkeästä ihmiskaupasta | 13.3.2018 | https://yle.fi/uutiset/3-10114317 |
| 19 | Yle uutiset | Karjalainen: Suomessa ennätysmäärä ihmiskaupan uhreja haki apua viime vuonna | 23.2.2018 | https://yle.fi/uutiset/3-10088651 |
| 21 | Yle uutiset | Hovioikeus alensi törkeästä ihmiskaupasta tuomituksen nigerialaisnaisen tuomiat | 16.1.2018 | https://yle.fi/uutiset/3-10024523 |
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APPENDIX 3. QUESTIONS POSED IN INTERVIEWS

1. QUESTIONS POSED TO JOURNALISTS

1. Why do you write about human trafficking?

2. Why should or shouldn't one write about human trafficking?

3. Where does inspiration to a human trafficking related story normally come from (for example from an official report / press release, report / press release by an NGO, own observations, other media, encounter with a victim of human trafficking)?

4. What does a good article on human trafficking include?

5. Have you ever experienced pressure to write about human trafficking in a certain way, for example from authorities, NGOs, private sector, victims or perpetrators?

6. What are the biggest obstacles when writing about human trafficking?

7. What should you definitely not do when writing about human trafficking?

2. QUESTIONS POSED TO VICTIM ASSISTANCE ORGANIZATIONS

1. If a representative of the media wants to interview a victim of human trafficking who is in your services / your client, do you relay the request to the client? (Usually these requests do not concern a named individual but, for example, a victim of sexual / labour etc. exploitation related human trafficking.)

2. Do you see any problems with a victim of human trafficking being interviewed in news media?

3. What are the possible positive sides to a victim’s voice being heard in news media?
## APPENDIX 4. ARTICLES USED IN CHAPTER 8 CASE STUDIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication title</th>
<th>Headline</th>
<th>Date published</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Itohan Okundaye case</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna (magazine)</td>
<td>Ihmiskaupan uhriksi 16-vuotiaana joutunut: &quot;On ihme, että olen ylipäätään hengissä&quot;</td>
<td>5.5.2018</td>
<td><a href="https://anna.fi/ihmiset/ihmiskaupan-uhriksi-16-vuotiaana-joutunut-oloon-ylipaataan-hengissa">https://anna.fi/ihmiset/ihmiskaupan-uhriksi-16-vuotiaana-joutunut-oloon-ylipaataan-hengissa</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yle uutiset</td>
<td>Pakkoprostituution uhri Itohan Okundaye joutuu lapsensa kanssa takaisin Italiasta vuosien alkuja</td>
<td>15.2.2019</td>
<td><a href="https://yle.fi/uutiset/3-10644696">https://yle.fi/uutiset/3-10644696</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Publication title</th>
<th>Headline</th>
<th>Date published</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nepalese restaurant workers case</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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been put in her publication of these articles, the Victim Support Finland expert expressed disappointment at how she felt that words had referred to it as just the Assistance System for Victims of Human Trafficking, as the Assistance System has several residents in Finland is much more diverse and includes persons other than those who have once sought asylum.

The group of people are often referred to as the paperless (paperittomat), even though the population of illegal persons seeking international protection and on identifying and assisting victims of human trafficking (746/2011) are given in chapter 4 of the Act on the reception of persons seeking international protection and on identifying and assisting victims of human trafficking (746/2011)

See Chapters 2 and 3
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This group of people are often referred to as the paperless (paperittomat), even though the population of illegal residents in Finland is much more diverse and includes persons other than those who have once sought asylum.


The National Assistance System, including the author of this paper, has on numeral occasions requested journalists to refer to it as just the Assistance System for Victims of Human Trafficking, as the Assistance System has several customers who are native Finns.

In a conversation between the author of this paper and the expert interviewed for Victim Support Finland following the publication of these articles, the Victim Support Finland expert expressed disappointment at how she felt that words had been put in her mouth and how even a little mention about the paperless can be blown out of proportion.

Syvänen, Salla (2018). p. 16
Muraszkiewicz et al. (2014). p. 18

As shown by a quick review of the source articles on www.bbc.com, www.reuters.com and www.cnn.com, it was noted that headlines were not direct translations of the originals.

Ihmiskauppa – ilmiöstä, tunnistamisesta ja uhrien kohtaamisesta” (2018) Study module for the police, Ihmiskaupan uhrien auttamisjärjestelmä / IHME-hanke (Available only through the Assistance System / Moodle)

Interview with the Assistance System for Victims of Human Trafficking and with NGOs Victim Support Finland, Pro Tukipiste and Monika-Naiset Liitto on 24. and 25.4.2019.